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Abstract
The construction of  glass roofs in ancient courtyards is often chosen as a way to 
integrate the court in the contemporary life of  the building. However, glass has usually 
a marginal structural role. This thesis presents a design method for a hybrid glass-
steel roof  based on the TVT beam technology, which brings the glass to a primary 
load-bearing role, by using a folded plate structure. The method will be used to cover 
the west courtyard of  the Main Engineering Building in Pisa.
The design method connects the geometrical definition of  the roof  with other 
relevant parameters such as the structural behavior, lighting and environmental condi-
tions, in order to have immediate results during geometrical manipulation.
Furthermore, it is presented a simplified and design-effective structural model for 
this specific type of  glass folded plates, which is validated with graphic statics and FE 
analysis based on the theory of  plasticity and lower-bound theorem.
By applying the design method, a final project for the courtyard space was achieved. 
It spans circa 15 meters, and has a clear and expressive folding pattern, which yielded 
to reasonable low stresses on structural elements, and controlled environmental and 
lighting conditions.
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The first was never to accept anything for true which I did not clearly know to be 
such; that is to say, carefully to avoid precipitancy and prejudice, and to comprise noth-
ing more in my judgment than what was presented to my mind so clearly and distinctly 
as to exclude all ground of  doubt.
The second, to divide each of  the difficulties under examination into as many 
parts as possible, and as might be necessary for its adequate solution.
The third, to conduct my thoughts in such order that, by commencing with objects 
the simplest and easiest to know, I might ascend by little and little, and, as it were, 
step by step, to the knowledge of  the more complex; assigning in thought a certain 
order even to those objects which in their own nature do not stand in a relation of  
antecedence and sequence.
And the last, in every case to make enumerations so complete, and reviews so 
general, that I might be assured that nothing was omitted.
René Descartes, Discourse on the Method
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I. Introduction
It is not rare to see courtyards treated as abandoned areas. Unfortunately, these 
forgotten, hidden, or just unheeded spaces are very common in ancient buildings, per-
haps because the contemporary activities hosted by these buildings do not require such 
vast open spaces. One of  the most successful solution all over Europe to renovate and 
reuse the old courtyards is to cover them with transparent roofs, which can achieve a 
controlled environment in terms of  thermal and moisture comfort, while preserving 
the architectural peculiar quality of  the original court space, strongly bonded with the 
power of  sun light and shades. Yet, transparent materials as glass have still their weight, 
both physically and symbolically speaking. Despite analyzing separately the physical 
consistency and the architectural implications may lead to a result, it doesn’t unveil the 
synthesis that design can achieve through an integral approach.
Some of  the most interesting solutions to cover old courtyard will be presented 
in III. Glass and folding in Art and Architecture, page 17. The thesis will follow that path 
with the realization of  a glass roof  for the courtyard of  the old main building of  the 
Scuola di Ingegneria in Pisa.
The design has been developed with the goal of  never neglect structural charac-
teristics over other spatial assumptions, trying as much as possible to eliminate the rift 
that divides Architecture and Engineering.
The path that seemed promising from the beginning was to work with Folded 
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Plate structures. SVT technology, the structural system developed by Prof. Maurizio 
Froli at University of  Pisa, already provides the HEXAMAK joint, which brought to 
a spatial structure the ductile behavior of  TVT glass beam. Their properties are illus-
trated in IV. Glass as a structural material, page 36.
In terms of  geometric attributes, folding as an instrument to transform a flat 
surface into a spatial one arose distinctly in Europe, China and Japan and it is of-
ten connected with the so-called Origami art. Some really complex patterns have been 
developed to make beautiful design of  both still-life and moving subjects, and even 
unusual techniques like wet folding and tessellations were adopted in order to enhance 
the achievable configurations. Not only beauty or harmony can be achieved by folding. 
Speaking about a paper sheet, undoubtedly any kind of  fold makes it behave in a much 
more stiff  way, as we can observe from very raw experiments. This experience led to 
the idea that the mechanical properties of  a folded plate assembly, together with their 
spatial qualities, could be used in Architecture. However, is not all a bed of  roses, since 
folded plate structures act in an extremely complex way. Origami are not the right 
reference to start in terms of  structure because they always keep a sort of  kinematic 
instability in their final folding pattern due to the fact that their pattern arose from a 
flat surface. Moreover, in terms of  feasibility, there is no real advantage from the us-
age of  a deployable geometry, since a construction won’t certainly arise from a planar 
surface. For these reasons, the upcoming work will never refer to origami. Instead, the 
thesis will refer to Folded Plates, meaning a series of  flat components, or plates, that 
are interconnected at some dihedral angle, for which origami are just a sub-set with 
some peculiar characteristics. 
The chosen way to generate space by virtual folding is the one developed in Fold-
ing Augmented, a design method invented by D’Acunto et al.1 under the Chair of  
Structural Design at ETH Zurich, which is based on the generation of  a spatial tetra-
hedral grid, rather than a procedural sequence of  folding from a flat surface as in the 
origami tradition. Additionally, Folding Augmented contains a fast, design-related 
structural evaluation, using Theory of  Plasticity and Graphic Statics. The structur-
al model proposed in Folding Augmented will be compared with the actual practice 
(II. Structural background for Folded Plates, page 10), and adapted and validated for the 
peculiar characteristics of  the SVT structural system (V. Folding Augmented for an hybrid 
glass-steel roof, page 47), assuring that the behavior of  the hybrid glass steel folded plate 
structure in a post-linear material constitutive bond possible under the domain of  the 
plasticity theory (VIII. Structural design, page 82).
With this background, a specific design method was elaborated for Glass Fold-
1 [D’Acunto 2014]
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ed Plate structures made by SVT structural system. The design method enhances a 
multi-level approach that permits to organize hierarchically the procedure for the cre-
ation of  the Folded Plate geometry (VII. The Pursuit of  Form, page 61). Therefore, the 
project for the west courtyard of  the Scuola di Ingegneria was developed by applying 
the design method in its peculiar boundary condition (IX. Final project, page 92). The 
aim has been to integrate the new spaces with the academic life, providing also a fur-
niture layout specifically designed for the hosted activites.
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II. Structural background for 
Folded Plates
II.1. Folded plate theory and analysis
Folded plate structures consist in a series of  thin panes that are mutually connect-
ed at their line of  intersection, the edges. Along the edges each plate transfer forces to 
the adjacent plates, thus activating an efficient global load-bearing behavior, which is 
largely known and used in architecture and engineering, not just to add stiffness to 
local elements, but even to shape entire buildings. Some examples are shown in fig 1.
However, even if  a basic understanding of  their behavior seems to be straightfor-
ward, the structural analysis is very complex. Some methods of  calculation have been 
developed in the past, but they are largely outdated, and today their analysis is based 
on finite element shell models1. Therefore, since the analysis arrives only at the very 
end of  the design process, folded plate structure development depends only on the 
1 [Marti 2013]
fig 1. Types of  diffused folded plates. from left to right: corrugated steel planel, cold-formed aluminium C profile, 
prismatic sawtooth roof, non prismatic sawtooth roof.
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designer qualitative understanding of  their structural properties. 
Another solution to analyze their structural behavior in a design effective way is 
the one proposed by D’Acunto et al., at the Chair of  Structural Design, ETH Zurich, 
that will be presented in the upcoming paragraph.
II.1.1. Traditional approach
Several theories have been developed over time, with slightly differences on the 
base hypothesis. Here will be presented the one from Wilhelm Flügge, contained in 
Plate and Shell Structures2.
Due to the geometrical complexity occurring in these type of  structures, the the-
ory will refer to prismatic folded plates, simply supported by diaphragms at both sides. 
If  we consider the prismatic folded plate as a kind of  structure that experience 
a membrane behavior, we can apply the membrane theory, admitting only direct 
stresses represented by Nx, Ny, Nxy (fig 2), and neglecting any bending and twisting 
moments. According to membrane theory, loads must lie in the membrane surface, 
otherwise local membrane equilibrium cannot be fulfilled, while arbitrary loads are 
permitted just into the edges. For simplicity, a constant load along x direction will be 
considered for all the edges.
The force Pm acting in the unit length can be divided in two components, for di-
rection ym and ym+1 and plates m and m+1.
S′
m
= −Pm
cosϕm+1
sinγm      
S′′
m
= Pm
cosϕm
sinγm
The plate strip m, bounded by m-1 and m edges, receives the loads S’’m-1 and S’m. 
Their resultant is Sm = S’’m-1 + S’m.
2 [Flügge 1962]
l
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fig 2. Notation for the folded plate structure.
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If  we isolate the single plate strip element (fig 4) and analyze it as a beam, we can 
find its bending moment M(0) and shear force Q(0), and, assuming it is slender (t<<hm) 
we can use elementary formulas of  beam theory to calculate stress resultants (1):
M (0)
m
= Sm
l2 − 4x2
8
;Q(0)
m
= −Smx
N
(0)
x
=
12M
(0)
m
h3
m
;N (0)
xy
=
6Q
(0)
m
hm
(
1
4
−
y
2
m
h2
m
)
Producing the strain, respectively for lower (ym=hm/2) and upper (ym+1=-hm+1/2) 
edge, of:
ǫ
(0)
x
=
N
(0)
x
Etm
=
6M
(0)
m
Etmh
2
m
; ǫ(0)
x
=
6M
(0)
m+1
Etm+1h
2
m+1
On the other hand, the two strips must be connected and exert force on each 
other. Since for membrane theory each strip must experience only in plane stresses, 
the only force that can be transferred across the edge is the shear force Tm. The equi-
librium of  the strip element yields to the relation (2):
dN
(1)
m
dx
= Tm−1 − Tm;
dM
(1)
m
dx
= −
h
m
2
(Tm−1 − Tm)
Which cannot be integrated until shear T is known as a function of  x. These 
stresses will bring an edge strain of:
ǫ
(1)
x
=
N
(1)
m
hm
±
12M
(1)
m ym
h3
m
Now we can impose the condition that the strain represented by the sum of  ε(0)+ε(1) 
must be the same for the upper edge of  the strip m and the lower edge of  the strip 
m
m+1
m-1
hm
Pm-1
Pm
PmS’m
S’m
S’m-1
S’’m-1
S’’m
S’’m
γm
φm
φm+1
fig 3. Cross section and equilibrium of  edge m.
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m+1, and repeat this operation at every edge, thus obtaining a set of  linear equation. 
Once applied the condition that the shearing force must be proportional to x (result-
ing in T’m constant), the set of  equations can be differentiated two times, resulting in 
equations with the form of  Clapeyron equation for continuous beam:
1
tmhm
T
′
m−1+2
(
1
tmht
+
1
tm−1hm−1
)
T
′
m
+
1
tm−1hm−1
T
′
m+1 = −
3Sm
tmh
2
m
−
3Sm+1
tmh
2
m+1
With the known solutions for continuous beams, equation (1) and (2) can finally 
be developed to yield the stress resultants:

Mm = Sm
l
2
−4x2
8
+ (T ′
m−1 + T
′
m
)hm
l
2
−4x2
16
Qm = −Smx
Nm = −(T
′
m−1 − T
′
m
)hm
l
2
−4x2
8
Therefore, Nx and Nxy can be calculated using formulas for rectangular cross sec-
tions, while the normal force Ny is small and can be ignored.
Nx =
[
12S
mym
h2
m
+ (T ′
m−1 + T
′
m
)
6y
m
hm
− (T ′
m−1 + T
′
m
)
l
2
− 4x2
8hm
]
Nxy =
[
3Sm
2hm
(4y2
m
− h
2
m
) +
T
′
m−1
4
(2ym − hm)(6ym + hm) +
T
′
m
4
(2ym + hm)(6ym − hm)
]
x
h2
m
II.1.2. Design effective approach
Another path to operate with folded plate structures has been hinted during the 
last times, especially related to origami mechanical investigation3, and then introduced 
in recent years in engineering field with the work Mark Schenk4. Furthermore, with the 
ongoing research at the Chair of  Structural Design at ETH5, an effective method 
devised for Architecture and Structural Engineering has been developed. It will be 
presented in V. Folding Augmented for an hybrid glass-steel roof, page 47.
3 [Tachi 2009]; [Balkcom 2004]
4 [Schenk 2011]
5 [D’Acunto 2014]
l dx
m
m-1
x
ym
hm
Tm-1 Tm-1dx
Tm Tmdx
fig 4. Plate strip represented as a beam and its fundamental element.
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The structural principle consists in representing each fold line as a pin-joined bar 
element, so the global folded plate becomes a spatial truss framework. In order to op-
erate in this way, some assumptions need to be done:
• Bending stiffness of  the edge is completely neglected, so each edge works as 
an ideal cylindrical hinge.
• All the facets must be triangulated, to avoid internal mechanism. A non-tri-
angulated facet in the original folded plate would prevent mechanism with 
in-plane stresses, which in general result in a concentration of  stresses on the 
diagonal.
• Straight edges remain straight in the deformed shape of  the framework model, 
neglecting some twisting and other deformation that each edge is subjected. 
However, the approximation is suitable for the purposes of  the method.
• Out-of-plane strain of  the single plate is considered as a local effect and com-
pletely neglected in the global method.
The two theories differ in a very radical way, and a comparison on the same folded 
plate structure would be trivial. For example, in a sawtooth prismatic roof  (as the one 
in fig 1) the framework would not be a reliable model even if  we triangulate its facets, 
due to the large influence of  in-plane bending effects. On the other side, a non-pris-
matic shape with small triangulated facets, which is better suitable for the framework 
analysis, would be nearly impossible to be calculated with the classical equations. For 
this reason, on this project the classical approach proposed by Flügge will never be 
used, opting for a FEM shell model when a confirmation of  the framework model 
behavior is needed.
With the adoption of  this method folding can become not just a way to add struc-
tural depth where it is needed, but rather a tool to drive stresses and activate global 
load bearing systems.
II.2. Theory of plasticity
The structural analysis, especially for the early phase of  development, will be based 
on the theory of  plasticity. The most effective part of  theory of  plasticity for the pur-
pose of  this project is the lower-bound theorem6. The definition states:
When it is possible to formulate a stress distribution without causing any plastic flow, which 
is in equilibrium with the external load λq, then λ is a lower bound for the load factor at 
failure λ
p
.
6 [Vrouwenvelder 2003]. Better known as Static Theorem in the italian literature.
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This type of  behavior, based on the ability of  plastic redistribution, describes the 
transfer of  loads by only considering the equilibrium of  the forces, neglecting the 
Hooke’s law (material strain) and kinematic compatibility. Since all the elements are 
pin-joined, and there is no load along the bars, only axial stresses occur in the elements, 
making extremely easy to understand the stress state allowing quick comparison and 
optimizations.
Around the lower bound theorem is hinged all the work with plasticity theory and 
statically undetermined structures: every possible force flow that provide equilibrium 
is a possible solution of  the system, and, according to the theorem, the applied forces 
are also a lower bound multiplier of  the failure forces. Folded plate structures are no 
exception: as long as the stress does not exceed the ultimate strength, and the equilib-
rium of  the forces is provided, the folded plate can support the load.
However, the behavior of  the folded plate has been investigated also in a pure 
elastic phase. Intuitively, due to the higher stiffness of  the edges and their buckling 
resistance, the results were expected to be coherent with the hypnotized stress dis-
tribution on the rigid-plastic model. The results are shown in VIII.2. Local design and 
detailing, page 88.
II.3. Graphic statics
Graphic statics can be described as a set of  geometric algorithms based on vector 
calculus and descriptive geometry7. 
Based on the approach of  Luigi Cremona, the one-by-one node equilibrium 
diagrams of  a truss can be combined in one big auxiliary graph, the so-called Cremona 
Diagram, or force polygon. The length of  each segment in the force polygon is proportional 
to the stress occurring in the corresponding truss element.
Graphic static can be used to find the only possible solution for a statically de-
termined system, but, with few others assumptions, it can yield results also for a stat-
ically undetermined structure. As the lower bound theorem states, each solution of  
a statically undetermined structure is possible, as long as it fulfills equilibrium and the 
stresses do not exceed the ultimate strength anywhere. So, applying graphic statics 
methods in a statically undetermined structure produces a solution set that contains 
infinite hypothetical solution (to be exact, infinite elevated to the grade of  uncertainty 
of  the truss), being all of  the solution possible within the plastic domain of  the mate-
rial. Cremona diagram can also be applied in a three-dimensional environment, such as 
7 [Cremona 1890]
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spatial trusses, hence dealing with a much more intricate force diagram.
There is a two-way bond between the actual shape of  the original element, the 
so-called form diagram, and the force diagram: both of  the diagrams can be manipulated 
affecting the other, in order not just to control the shape on the form diagram, but also 
to manage forces on the force diagram. The reciprocity between these two diagrams be-
comes very complex when it is applied in a tridimensional space and there is an ongo-
ing research on some possible path in order to enhance the full power of  this method8. 
For the upcoming analysis graphic statics will be used together with some more 
traditional tools, as linear-elastic FEM, in order to overcome obvious troubles about 
solving extremely complex set of  force polygons for highly restrained structures, and 
to add some boundary conditions that can make sense in the elastic phase of  the ma-
terial.
8 Particularly at ETH Zurich, Chair of  Structural Design (Prof. Joseph Schwartz) and BLOCK 
Research Group (Prof. Philippe Block), and MIT, structural design lab (prof. John Ochsendorf).
[D’Acunto 2014]; [Akbarzadeh 2013]
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III. Glass and folding in Art 
and Architecture
III.1. Glass
The task of  architecture is to make visible how the world touches us … through vision, we 
touch the stars and the sun.1
Historically, the desire of  transparency in Architecture has always been one of  the 
most fascinating and powerful instruments to vehicle a message of  beauty and purity. 
Since ancient times, despite the high cost and hard artisanship related to its usage, 
glass has been treated as a non-material, capable of  enhance spatial qualities of  sacred 
or mystical spaces. Gothic Architecture funded one of  the most expressive language 
with the usage of  stone and glass, even if  at that time glass could not be reliable as a 
structural material due to poor manufacturing and uncertain chemical composition.
Through centuries, glass usage in architecture grown together with glass manufac-
turing techniques, and by time it became reliable also in structural applications. Paxton 
in 1861 designed the cornerstone of  modern architecture, the Crystal Palace in Lon-
don, bringing the expressivity of  glass building to a complete new level: no more roof, 
glass or windows were used; instead a shell made of  standardized factory-made iron 
and glass elements covered the 80’000 square meters of  the area. The Crystal Palace, 
1 [Merleau-Ponty 64]
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surely the first modern building, achieved a new combination of  architecture and en-
gineering, revealing uncharted spatial virtues of  light and time.
In the XX century, the theme of  glass became crucial in the architectural research. 
The writer Paul Scheerbart made in 1914 an utopian call for the architecture of  glass, 
from which none of  the main designers of  modernism renounce to respond.
Bruno Taut, in the same year of  Scheerbart’s writing, with the Glass Pavilion for 
the Werkbund Exhibition in Cologne (fig 6), went beyond Crystal Palace and declared 
the civil and ethic role of  glass in buildings. Pierre Chareau, in the Maison de Verre 
(fig 7), one of  the forgotten masterpieces of  modernism, realized a fifth-dimensional 
architecture where speed and time are part of  the composition, which, despite these 
complexities,  never loses its essentiality. Thereupon, all important names of  modern 
architecture as Mies and Le Corbusier gave their answer about how they see the archi-
tecture of  glass.
As Brent Richards express in an admirable way, the key problem for an ‘architecture of  
glass’ is that a total use of  the material challenges the very heart of  its evolutionary transcendence, 
from aperture to structural envelope, from structure to skin, from skin to transparency and from 
transparency to lightness.2
Contemporary manufacturing techniques made available glass panels with highly 
precise properties, originating even bigger challenges that settle between design and 
construction, leading the designer to the goal of  solving the ambiguous paradox of  
2 [Richards 2006]
fig 5. Crystal Palace in its original location, Hyde Park, London.
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transparency and yet physical presence of  glass architecture.
 
The foreseeing eye of  art could maybe help us in the research of  a contemporary 
expression for glass architecture. Abrahams May Architects - Kyle May and Scott 
Abrahams, designed the LOG, (fig 9 and fig 10) one of  the 12 winning designs of  
the Sukkah City competition, held in New York, 2010. Here, through the exaggeration of  
the scale of  the roof  beam of  the original sukkah, together with the vanishing of  the 
physical boundary of  walls, a huge cedar trunk supported just by glass panels become 
a public yet enclosed space.
As it was happened for Asplund’s Woodland Chapel in Stockholm Cemetery 
(fig 8), a big visible trunk in a piece of  Architecture can bring to deep discussions. If  
Asplund’s Chapel got dignity to structural part that is usually covered by the roof, in 
the LOG, the two American architects, inheriting the power of  Asplund’s language, 
fig 6. Bruno Taut Glaspa-
villon.
fig 7. Pierre Chareau 
Maison de Verre.
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not only transform the beam in the roof  itself, but also make it floating on glass walls.
Focusing on courtyard roofing, several great examples can be found in the last 
century. Obviously, since the abyssal technology evolution of  this century, judging 
all the projects through the same parameters is futile. So, after a selection of  some 
excellent designs, the most recent ones will be evaluated concerning some meaningful 
parameters for a contemporary courtyard glass roof.
III.1.1. Villa La Petraia
During the so-called Firenze Capitale3 period, Savoia’s family made a glass and iron 
roof  to cover the courtyard of  the villa, intended to be the new ballroom (fig 11). The 
glass roof  preserved remarkably well the fresco’s without deprive the ambiance from 
sunlight.
3 1865-1871: years when Florence has been the Capital City of  Italy.
fig 8. Asplund’s Woodland Chapel. fig 9. Abrahams May Architects, the LOG.
fig 10. Abrahams May Architects, the LOG.
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III.1.2. Chiostrino dei Voti
Leopoldo II covered this small courtyard, called Chiostrino dei Voti (fig 12), 
located in front of  the Basilica della Santissima Annunziata in Florence, with the 
intention of  preserve the fresco cycle on its walls, made by the masters of  Mannerism: 
Rosso Fiorentino, Andrea del Sarto, Pontormo. Glass panels are etched, to both con-
trol the solar radiation and show heraldic emblems.
fig 11. Courtyard of  Villa la 
Petraia in Florence, covered with a glass 
and iron roof.
fig 12. Chiostrino dei Voti. In this 
photo is clear the elegant solution to 
connect the old wall with the glass roof.
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III.1.3. Dutch Maritime Museum
Design: 2004
Construction: 2009-2011
Architect/Engineer: Ney & Partners
Site: NL-Amsterdam
Budget: 3’200’000 €
State: Completed
The roof, designed by Ney & Partners in 2004 and built on 2009-2011, is the new 
roof  for the Dutch Maritime Museum courtyard (fig 13), which required new spaces 
for modern museum uses while retaining the cultural and historical integrity of  the 
building. Laurent Ney defined it as an example of  integrated design. 
Engineering
Structure: Spanning 34 by 34 meters, and with the condition of  not appearing 
above the historic building, the roof  develop a dome-like behavior in a height of  4,5 
meters. To achieve this complex equilibrium, the designer used a dynamic relaxation 
fig 13. Hetscheepvaartmuseum (Dutch Maritime Museum).
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optimization. To avoid out of  plane load transmission to the supporting walls, the en-
gineer placed a stiff  beam ring on surface edge. Due to the chosen truss pattern, it has 
been a challenge to reach both a kinematic stability while having just planar glass panes. 
Water drainage: The roof  drain the water on its edges, where a thin open band 
drives the water in the old roof  rain gutter.
Feasibility: One single detail (the thin rib) integrates lighting, cabling, fixing of  
the glass roof, wind and water tightness. Definitely a great synthesis of  function in 
such a small element. There are over 6’000 different steel parts, for a total length of  
2,2 km, and 1016 glass panes. A geometrical optimization was performed to ensure 
planarity of  glass elements.
Architecture
Expressivity: Roof  ribs trace the navigation rose of  the historic nautical maps 
(fig 14), defining an highly suggestive space that enhance the naval symbol of  orien-
tation in a central point of  the museum, where the visitors can choose their route in 
the museum.
Lighting: With a sun-shielding coat on glass panes, light penetrates in the court-
yard in a very controlled way. When the sun sets, integrated LED lights can create both 
main and atmospheric lighting (fig 15).
Thermodynamics behavior: Ney’s own words made this point clear: “The glass 
has a sun-shielding coating which ensures additional climate control – an open band 
along the edge of  the roof  structure allows for natural ventilation.”
fig 14. The naval ribs pattern that inspired the 
design.
fig 15. The roof  during the night.
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III.1.4. Department Of Islamic Arts
Design: 2005-2012
Construction: 2005-2012
Architect/Engineer: Mario Bellini and Rudy Ricciotti
Site: Paris
Budget: 40’000’000 €
State: Completed
When Mario Bellini designed the new Department of  Islamic Art in the Cour Vis-
conti, he had the ability to think outside of  the box: instead of  covering the courtyard, 
he chose to shift the roof  down and separate it from the walls, reaching a deep integra-
tion between the roof  and the spaces that it covers. A big part of  the exposition lays 
underneath the ground floor, where is still possible to catch views of  the roof  surface 
and, due to its translucency and its position in the court, even of  the louvre walls.
Engineering
fig 16. A beautiful picture of  the Islamic department roof  with the effects of  light and shadows.
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Structure: The roofing structure consists of  a free-form lattice of  steel tubes and 
glass, where a spatial welded truss has been optimized regarding material usage. All 
the structure is supported by 8 thin and slightly inclined columns. With no connection 
with the existent building, the roof  structure did not have to deal with constrains like 
vertical-only loads on the old walls.
Water drainage: The roof  drain the water on its edges. With its position, the roof  
does not vary the workload for the courtyard water drainage.
Feasibility: The entire roof  assembly is made of  8000 steel tubes, each with dif-
ferent length, and 2400 triangulated planar glass panes. 
Architecture
Expressivity: The freeform roof  has an unique relationship with the ancient 
Louvre facades. Bellini says “The solution was a foulard that undulates as if  suspended 
in space by the wind, almost touching the ground of  the courtyard at one point, but 
without totally encumbering it or contaminating the historic facades.” 
Lighting: A double layered aluminum mesh, with different transparency grade, 
controls the natural light and emanates a diffused glow, yet endorsing the view of  Lou-
vre facades (fig 17). Moreover, the roof  explore the architectural quality of  shadows: 
trough shadows Louvre Museum projects itself  over the freeform golden veil, reveal-
ing an unknown and delicate beauty.
Thermodynamics behavior: The double mesh limit the entrance of  sun radia-
tion.
fig 17. View through the mesh on the old facade.
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III.1.5. Neumünster Abbey Courtyard Roof
Design: 2003
Construction: 2004
Architect/Engineer: RFR
Site: Luxembourg
State: Completed
When, back in 2004, the Neumünster Abbey became a cultural center, an archi-
tectural implementation of  the space was needed. The new glass roof  provided that 
spaces. 
Engineering
Structure: The supporting system is an original hybrid where solid 80 mm hollow 
steel tubes are connected by steel cables (fig 19). The solid tubes, running transversely, 
are the main load bearing part, while tensioned steel cables provide a radial stabiliza-
tion to the arches. Invisible concrete structure provide the support for the arches, with 
no need of  a peripheral rigid beam.
Water drainage: The roof  drain the water on its edges, where a thin open band 
drives the water in the old roof  rain gutter.
fig 18. The Neumunster Abbey roof  in a view from the courtyard.
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Feasibility: The clever design of  the arch-cable connection provided a very ef-
fective solution to the construction phase. Furthermore, all the glass panes are planar.
Architecture
Expressivity: Transparency and lightness were the design target, and from the 
smallest detail (e.g. the connection with the old building) to the global shape, all en-
hance the sense of  open air. The usage of  long and narrow glass panes creates a 
dynamic design that follow the transverse direction of  the arches and enlarge the per-
ception of  courtyard space.
Lighting: To provide the feeling of  open air a maximum grade of  transparency 
was reached with thin structure and clear glass.
Thermodynamics behavior: A thin open band allows natural ventilation.
fig 19. Hybrid structural 
system with hollow steel arches 
and cables.
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III.2. Folding
As shown on the first chapter, the technique of  folding as a tool to generate space 
and structure is widely used in architecture, but often in a very primitive way (for ex-
ample, industrial shed roofs are often sawtooth prismatic folded plates). Just a fraction 
of  the folded plates in architecture explore the spatial possibilities that a non-prismatic 
solution offers, due to the increased complexity of  spatial manipulation and the lack 
of  preliminary structural evaluation tools.
Despite these arguments, some architects and engineers in the last century exhibit 
the great potential of  this type of  assemblies.
III.2.1. Sant John Abbey Church
Design: 1954-57
Construction: 1954-61
Architect/Engineer: Marcel Breuer 
Site: Collegeville, Minnesota
State: Completed
The church designed by Marcel Breuer is a single nave trapezoidal space(fig 20), 
with no transept, columns or other supporting elements, for the global dimensions of  
fig 20. Interiors of  Sant John Abbey Church.
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54 x 26 meters.
The folding pattern chosen by Breuer is similar to the one developed with Pier 
Luigi Nervi for the main conference pavilion at UNESCO. With a simple and clear 
zigzagging pattern going from the walls to the roof  and realized by extremely deep 
corrugation the overall atmosphere embedded in the church is a rare and fascinating. 
The folded surface becomes a light deflector in the skylight opening just above the 
altar, which remembers the light usage in roman’s basilicas.
 Engineering
Structure: Even if  the folding pattern is a base zigzagging corrugated surface, a 
good structural depth is assured with the folding size. Section drawing are surely de-
nouncing a relevant bending stiffness in the edges, due to their increased dimension.
Water drainage: The easy geometrical configuration allows a predictable water 
flow.
Feasibility: As all reinforced concrete folded plates, the possibility to cast the 
concrete in planar formwork and use standard reinforcement bars allows a relatively 
easy construction.
Architecture
Expressivity: The geometrical base pattern is clear and readable both from out 
and underneath it. Small variation to adapt the module to the converging perimetral 
walls were performed without losing the clear expression of  these modules.
Lighting: One big opening on the roof  (fig 21), with another folded plate surface 
in it that acts as a solar deflector, is placed over the altar, obtaining a very intense light 
gradient over sacred area where the religious ceremonies are celebrated.
Thermodynamics behavior: As a solid concrete roof, it does not provide envi-
ronment control by itself, but the big spaces between the zigzag folds create void areas 
where ducts and other environmental facilities could be placed (fig 21).
fig 21. Section of  the church. Roof  opening, folded plate deflector, voids, and thick adges are shown here.
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III.2.2. Cinema in Montecchio Maggiore
Design: 1957
Construction: 1957 
Architect/Engineer: Sergio Musmeci, Zenaide Zanini 
Site: Montecchio (VI), Italy
State: Completed
Transformation prof. schwartz Tragwerksentwurf IV 41 
Cinema San Pietro, Montecchio Maggiore, 1957, Sergio Musmeci, Sergio Ortolani, Antonio Cattaneo 
 
fig 22. Exterior view, Cinema in Montecchio Maggiore.
fig 23. Interiors of  the Cinema.
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Musmeci has been maybe the first modern designer that when at the true roots of  
the bond between architecture and engineering. He understood a sort of  evolutionary 
convergence1 that overcomes the classification of  structural efficient shapes, reimagined 
through a unifying global method, which reverse the usual way of  designing and verify-
ing. His radical idea of  considering the shape as the unknown in the design process 
dramatically improved his design ability, thus allowing the forces to model the shape, 
minimizing the material amount and obtaining highly expressive structures. The beau-
ty of  the structural shapes, modeled by the nature of  gravity and forces, constitute for 
him the true essence of  structural architecture, which must “invade all the tridimen-
sional space”2.
Through his collaboration with several architect, as Libera, Vaccaro, and Mollino, 
Musmeci learns how an architectural space is perceived3 and endows his spaces with a 
fourth dimension, the one made by the movements of  the visitor.
Despite his short life, he has been capable of  masterpieces in shells, folded plate, 
cable-stayed structures and every other possible structural typology.
In folded plates, the diffused practice of  corrugating plates in a generic and often 
purposeless manner did not convinced Musmeci, who considered this way of  folding 
too arbitrary, and investigated about how to enhance statical properties in the folding 
pattern.
In the cinema in Montecchio Maggiore (fig 22, fig 23, fig 24) and the Raffo 
Factory (fig 25), he addressed the research for the control of  the overall force flow 
within the folding pattern. The cinema’s roof  will be evaluated in the usual 6 catego-
ries, but similar consideration could also be done on the Raffo Factory.
Engineering
Structure: The pattern creates a clever arch-and-tie behavior, which carries the 
load and control thrust. Further analysis can be found in Par. VIII.1, page 84.
Water drainage: Water drains at the boundary.
1 This expression has been borrowed from biology, where it indicates the evolution of  similar 
features in species of  different lineages. Convergent evolution creates analogous structures that have 
similar form or function but were not present in the last common ancestor of  those groups [Wikipe-
dia]. This phenomenon is similar to what Musmeci did with the structural system: despite their radical-
ly separate ancestor, he found similar invariants for all the structural systems that let them converge to 
similar spatial properties.
2 In an interview from Manfredi Nicoletti to Musmeci.  November 11th, 1980, Archivio Sergio 
Musmeci e Zenaide Zanini, MAXXI.
3 Giuseppe Vaccaro is the author of  the theory about architectural spaces perception. For him, 
the space is read and perceived through invariant geometrical schemes related with the movements 
inside the space.
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Feasibility: Concrete can be cast in planar formwork.
Architecture
Expressivity: The geometrical base pattern is clear and readable both from out 
and underneath it. Small variation to adapt the module to the converging perimetral 
walls were performed without losing the clear expression of  these modules.
Lighting: There are no openings on the roof  plates.
Thermodynamics behavior: As a solid concrete roof, it does not provide envi-
ronment control by itself.
fig 24. Cinema plan.
fig 25. The Raffo Factory in Pietrasanta.
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III.2.3. Chapel in Valleaceron
Design: 1997-2000
Construction: 2001
Architect/Engineer: S.M.A.O. - Sancho-Madridejos Architecture Office
Site: 13400 Almadén, Castille La Mancha, Spain
State: Completed
One of  the research fields of  the architectural office S. M. A. O., held by Juan Car-
los Sancho and Sol Madridejos, is around architectural Pliegue1. With their background 
1 The spanish word for folds.
fig 26. The Chapel.
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in History of  Art and Architecture, they mastered the art of  folding as a generator of  
coherent spaces. The base folding pattern arises from a single fold on a pre-cut paper 
sheet (fig 27), generating dramatic and yet balanced spaces, with a clear topological 
relation between them.
Engineering
Structure: Due to the large size of  the plates, a pure edge strut-and-tie model 
could be useful just as a preliminary tool, since a noticeable amount of  bending stress-
es and out of  plane panel deflections certainly occurs. Moreover, since the main struc-
ture is completely deployable in a single plane as an origami, bending stiffness must be 
considered to have a statically determined structure.
Water drainage: Water drainage lines are easily predictable as a result of  the usage 
of  wide panels.
Feasibility: Concrete can be cast in planar formwork.
Architecture
Expressivity: Large size planes and big coherence in the topological definition 
of  the folding gives a unique atmosphere to the chapel. A superb use of  openings cre-
ates a new layer of  planes, the one created by lights and shapes, which is in perpetual 
fig 27. How folding generates spaces in the research of  Sancho Madrilejos in pliegue.
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mutation.
Lighting: The chapel lacks artificial lighting, allowing the sun to create dramatic 
lights on the folding. Here the expressivity of  space and light is fused in a pure archi-
tectural experience.
Thermodynamics behavior: For the activities that the chapel hosts, there is no 
need for a strictly controlled environment inside of  it.
These are just few examples of  a vast variety of  glass roofs and folded plate struc-
tures, chosen for the clarity of  designer’s choices. In each of  them structure and ar-
chitecture had to find a form of  bound, and yet they behave in complete diverse ways. 
This precious background will be guiding for the upcoming operative part of  the 
work.
fig 28. The dialogue between interior and exteriors created through folds.
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IV. Glass as a structural 
material
Since the ancient times glass has been one of  the most important materials in Ar-
chitecture. Its scope has been related mainly with the need of  light for internal spaces, 
and especially in ancient buildings its insertion is a weaken factor for brick and mortar 
walls.
fig 29. The immersive use of  glass in an architectural space (Sainte Chapelle, Paris).
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In the last decades due to the desire of  transparency and better usage of  the sun 
radiation, glass elements in buildings rapidly arose in dimensions, revealing the traits 
of  a fully transparent architecture. At the same time, new treatments in the manufacture 
process of  glass improved mechanical properties (e.g. tempered glass) and failure safe-
ty (laminated glass), making it a more suitable material for structural application.
In order to use glass in structural application, is necessary to understand the failure 
behavior. As we all know, glass is an extremely fragile material. This means that the 
failure is governed mainly by cracks and hidden flaws then by the ultimate strength. 
Moreover, it is weak against local stresses (due to the impossibility of  a plastic re-
distribution), it shows sensibility to static fatigue, and its very low toughness make it 
vulnerable to flaws.
It terms of  mechanical properties, they are in general quite impressive, even if  the 
values are very variable, due to the different manufacture techniques. 
Density 2500 Kg/m3
Tensile strength 20-200 N/mm2
Compressive strength 200-1000 N/mm2
Young Modulus 70000 N/mm2
Poisson ratio 0,22
Despite these impressive mechanicals properties, for structural application in Civil 
Engineering and Architecture, glass lacks some important requirements, and clever 
strategies must be found in order to use its virtues (fig 30). If  the widely known brit-
tle behavior of  glass concerns its own nature, there are at least two other topics to be 
fulfilled: redundancy and hierarchy.
Redundancy principle demands that the critical structural components must be 
fig 30. Smart usage of  glass and steel in a pin joined element (Tower Place, London, Waagner Biro). With this 
design, tension and compression are decoupled, so the glass will carry only the compression while the steel wire will work 
just in tension.
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duplicated in parallel, so that in case of  an unpredictable failure of  one element, the 
others are still able to carry the load (fig 31).
Hierarchy principle demands that the strength of  each structural member is 
graduated so that the crisis occurs in a sequence designed a priori.
With a monolithic glass structural element, in a structure that has both a safe 
grade of  redundant elements and a well-designed hierarchical load bearing order, the 
failure of  a structural glass element, i.e. a glass beam, can occur without affecting the 
overall safety of  the structure. Moreover, it can still have load carrying capacities, due 
to the stress transfer upon fractures. However, a broken structural glass element is an 
unacceptable condition for mid- and long-term application, leading to invasive and 
expensive maintenance operations.
fig 31. The research of  structural redundancy has made clear in this design with alternating sawtooth roof  beams.
fig 32. Glass roof  in Badenweiler termal bath, SBP - Schlaich Bergermann und Partner. The glass is laminated 
and a steel cable runs on the lower curved edge of  the glass pane. With a monolithic glass pane a great transparency has 
been achieved for this long spanning beam (6,20 m).
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There are several situations where the failure of  a glass element can occur, and 
most of  them are impossible to be predicted. Hence, the glass element replacement 
should be an operation enhanced at the very base of  the design of  a glass element.
With all of  this in mind, few years ago a new structural glass-steel hybrid was born, 
the TVT- Trave Vitrea Tensegrity beam.
IV.1. TVT beam
As we have seen before, despite several application in the last years, some critical 
arguments are not fully addressed in actual practice. To summarize them:
• Manufacture: the higher commercial length of  a glass panel is 6 meters. It is 
hard to find an autoclave that can accommodate bigger panes worldwide.Ulti-
mate strength: glass beams are dimensioned to have a maximum stress in the 
lower chord significantly lower than the ultimate strength of  glass. This value, 
due to the intrinsic unpredictable failure behavior for glass in tension, must be 
low, therefore bringing to thick glass section.
• Lack of  ductility: the fragility of  glass has always been considered as an un-
avoidable condition for glass structural elements.
• Redundancy: obtaining the redundancy of  a structural glass beam just using 
laminated panes leaks in safety. In fact, if  a crack in a glass layer occurs, the 
deviation of  the force flow on the other attached layers is achieved by gluing. 
However, high temperatures can alter glue properties, making the connection 
less reliable.
• Hybrid system for monolithic glass beams: to avoid the intrinsic limits of  
glass, some beams are designed with a steel wire on the lower chord, embed-
ded during the lamination process. With this design, a higher grade of  safety is 
reached, but often, as soon as a first glass crack appears, the load is immediate-
ly transferred to the wire (snap-back), which could yield if  under-dimensioned.
• Post-failure maintenance: it is meaningful for civil applications, with a pre-
dictable life span of  at least 50 years, to allow the replacement of  a damaged 
structural element. In a possible scenario, even if  a monolithic hybrid glass-
steel beam (as the one in fig 32) have just a broken layer, thus keeping more 
than enough safety reserve, an entire replacement of  the damaged beam must 
be accomplished.1
With all of  these limitations, a long spanning beam could not even be imagined as 
1 [Froli 2013]
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long as an essential change in beam design was introduced.
Few years ago in Pisa, Prof. Maurizio Froli realized that in order to overcome 
an intrinsic material weakness as the fragility of  glass, the structural element must be 
reconsidered from the base. As the developments of  other structural material taught 
(e.g. concrete), a brittle base material does not necessarily lead to a brittle structural 
element. In his radical idea, a hybrid system where the usage of  slender steel cables 
can keep glass in compression and even enhance ductility for the nonlinear pre-failure 
behavior is the solution to use a glass structural element for long-spanning beams with 
consistent bearing capabilities and safety factors.
IV.1.1. TVT beam design
In order to avoid crack propagation, the glass beam has been segmented in trian-
gular panes, with a post-tensioned steel wire running between each pane, and on the 
top and bottom chord, thus obtaining a warren truss scheme with them (fig 33 and 
fig 34).
Glass panes and steel bars are then connected in the knots with a steel joint that 
has an open slot for each glass pane and a threaded hole for each steel element (fig 35 
and fig 36). To avoid local stress concentration glass pane vertices are rounded and a 
fig 33. TVTβ beam, spanning 3,5 meters.
fig 34. TVTγ beam, spanning 12 meters.
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plastic interface between glass and steel is placed. The slot, working on pure contact, 
acts as a unilateral restrain for the glass pane, therefore tension will never be trans-
ferred to glass. On the glass pane any kind of  mechanical connection, such as nuts and 
bolts, has been avoided, since it lead to extremely dangerous stress concentration. The 
whole design is split in two curtains, connected and braced to assure a good torsional 
stiffness and limit the risk of  flexural-torsional buckling and lateral buckling.
If  we look back to the previously issued troubles for glass structural systems, and 
compare them to the performances of  a TVT beam, we notice a radical different be-
havior.
Regarding the hierarchic organization of  the components, if  steel, a ductile 
material, is placed at the lowest level, the failure process will start from it, accompanied 
by large plastic deformations, with a global ductile behavior. Due to the double-curtain 
design, redundancy is provided as well.
fig 35. TVTβ beam joint. fig 36. TVTγ beam joint.
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fig 37. Scheme about hiearchy and redundancy in the TVT beam.
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In the last iteration of  the TVT beam, HSG (heat-strengthened glass) has been 
chosen because if  a fracture occurs the fragments are not too small, and due to the 
adhesion in the laminated pane, it can still carry a part of  the load.
With its particular node design and usage and well distinguished compression-ten-
sion elements, the beam has been called Trabes Vitrae Tensegrity, mixing Latin and 
English words.
Various TVT beams with different spans has been built and tested, and the actu-
ally longest spanning beam produced is 12 meters2 (fig 34).
IV.1.2. Behavior of TVT beam under bending load
The structural system has been tested firstly with in-depth FEM analysis (fig 38), 
and later with physical model with different dimensions. The results obtained with the 
physical tests are coherent with the design purposes and FEM results.
The test defined 4 main stages for the TVT beam:
Phase 1. Pure prestress. This stage is performed during the last part of  man-
ufacturing of  the beam, when it lays on an horizontal plane to be assembled 
and prestressed (fig 39). Since there is a shop support, dead load does not 
create any bending in the beam, leading to a quasi-isotropic distribution of  
compression in the glass panes.
Phase 2. Glass decompression. Once mounted on the supports, its own 
weight and other externally applied loads bring a flexural action on the beam. 
The increasing value of  external load gradually diminish the prestress and 
reach the decompression of  the central glass pane. When the external loads 
are further increased. The decompression propagates from middle span to-
wards the supports. With the previously explained unilateral restrain of  the 
slots for glass panes on the joints, glass panels detach and simply move a small 
distance from their supports without developing tension stresses.
2 In depth description and test results are in [Froli 2013]
fig 38. FE model of  TVTγ. fig 39. TVTγ during assembly.
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Phase 3. Detensioning of  steel cables. With the increasing load, the upper 
steel cables are gradually detensioned and buckle away when the prestress load 
is fully compensated.
Phase 4. Collapse. After the previous phase, the increasing load leads to an in-
crement of  tension stresses on the lower cables and compression stresses on 
the top edges of  glass panes. At the end, buckling occurs in a glass pane near 
to the central region (fig 40 and fig 41). The glass panes are loaded in their 
mid-plane, so that the failure of  one layer of  the laminated panel does not 
increase significantly the role of  gluing, thus allowing the beam to continue to 
carry a consistent amount of  load in a post collapse region. However, but for 
safety reasons the rupture of  a glass pane is considered as the collapse of  the 
structural element.
The amplitude and even the sequence of  these phases can be controlled working 
on the size, stiffness and strength of  structural elements, and big displacement can be 
reached by enhancing yielding of  steel bars in the dimensioning. When steel reaches 
yielding, the amount of  prestress on the bars defines only the behavior on the service-
ability limit state.
The load vs mid span deflection graph (fig 42) shows the amplitude of  the duc-
tility of  the TVT beam, and is clear the similarity between it and the same graph for a 
concrete beam.
fig 40. failure of  the glass panel in TVTγ fig 41. Buckling of  the glass panel in TVTβ
fig 42. TVTγ: load vs mid span deflection
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IV.2. SVT system
Beside the work on TVT, Prof. Maurizio Froli developed also another system with 
the same structural concept of  a glass-steel hybrid, called Solidi Vitrei Tensegrity: 
SVT. While the TVT beam is a planar system that works on the Warren truss scheme, 
SVT is a spatial system obtained by the progressive aggregation of  tetrahedra. The 
TVT beam, as a planar hybrid glass-steel structure, can be seen as a sub-set of  the 
SVT system.
The vertices of  triangular panes in the SVT system are connected by the HEXA-
MAK joint (Hexagonal Adaptive Multifunction Knot, fig 43). The HEXAMAK joint 
bring the peculiar monolateral restrain behavior of  the TVT beam joint to a spatial 
system. In order to connect up to six panes and allow a spatial rotation among the 
reciprocal positions, the joint has hinged connections, and the axis of  the hinge coin-
cides with the steel prestressing bar, thus resulting in a clean and effective detail. The 
HEXAMAK joint has already been used for small-scale models of  tetrahedral spiral.
Immagini della stele e del giunto
The SVT system and HEXAMAK joints constitute the basis on which the glass 
folded plate structure will be developed. 
fig 43. SVT tetrahedral stele, with HEXAMAK joints.
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IV.3. Further consideration on glass structures
OLED and other lighting devices
Due to its transparency and layering, glass offers great opportunities to create 
artificial lighting effects (fig 44).
Photovoltaic glass
A photovoltaic solar panel can be embedded between 2 glass panes, and the super-
ficial density of  solar cells will determine how much energy the panel will produce and 
the surface shaded area (fig 45).
This parameter is tunable on a wide range of  possibilities.
There is also an ongoing research for adding a photovoltaic solar panel to a fully 
transparent glass, but for the glass roof, the ability to shade some parts (the more irra-
diated) is a design opportunity.
Moreover, some examples shown how a smart solar cell placement can even in-
crease the architectural and perceptive quality of  the folded surface (fig 46). These 
type of  solutions need an in-depth design and a custom manufacturing process, but 
they can achieve a unique spatial quality and function integration.
fig 45. photovoltaic transparent 
glass manufactured by Onyxsolar.
fig 44. The Yas Hotel, by Asymp-
tote Architecture, has an external skin 
made by 5800 pivoting glass panes, 
controlling the solar radiation and offer-
ing a stunning surface for light shows.
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Solar control glass
Solar control glass allows sunlight to pass through a glass while radiating and re-
flecting away a large part of  the sun’s heat. The indoor space stays bright while much 
of  the sun radiation does not enter, resulting in a cooler space in comparison with a 
normal glass surface. It is an easier application than photovoltaic glass but it assures a 
very well balanced control of  the entering solar radiation.
fig 46. embedded solar strips in the 
Belgium Pavilion at EXPO 2015.
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V. Folding Augmented for an 
hybrid glass-steel roof
V.1. Folding Augmented design method
Folding Augmented, often abbreviated in FA, is a design method developed at the 
Chair of  Structural Design, at ETH Zurich, by Pierluigi D’Acunto et al.1, purposely for 
folded-plate structural efficient spaces. This method is intended to let the designer deal 
not just with corrugated surfaces, but actually to explore how a folded plate envelope 
can generate an entire architectural space.
We have already seen (II.1. Folded plate theory and analysis, page 10) that under some 
hypothesis a preliminary structural analysis can be performed on a well-designed fold-
ed plate model, but that analysis is useless until a unifying method for both generat-
ing and manipulating the folded geometry is elaborated. The integration of  structural 
folding  into the design process, together with the structural analysis, is achieved in the 
FA method. 
V.2. The design method in detail
The design method is composed by 4 main operations, which can be iterated to 
1 [D’Acunto 2014]
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refine the design. After the very first iteration, the operations can be re-executed in a 
nonsequential way. Every iteration performs a specific and well-defined task, affecting 
the model in a very peculiar way, and after few iterations the role of  each operation 
becomes clear allowing for a design-effective manipulation. These 4 operation are (fig 
47):
Operation A. GRID GENERATION. In Operation A, a space-filling tet-
rahedral grid is generated through basic geometrical rules. If  in some point 
a higher grid resolution for local architectural requirements is needed, tetra-
hedra could be subdivided into smaller ones. Within Operation A, the global 
kinematic stability is guaranteed. In this step, the overall topology is defined.
Operation B. VIRTUAL FOLDING. By the choice of  which face of  the 
base grid to materialize, a step-by-step folded surface is created. It is basically 
an open triangulated mesh that represents the topology desired for the folded 
plate, defining the characteristic of  the architectural space. In term of  struc-
Operation A:
Grid Generation
Operation B:
Virtual Folding
Operation C:
Geometry Manipulation
Operation D:
Structural Evaluation
fig 47. Folding Augmented: the 4 operations.
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ture, losing an isolated face does not affect the framework model, because no 
edge is missed, but the failure load, for strength or stability, decrease signifi-
cantly. If  two or more adjacent faces are not materialized, the element between 
them in the framework is missing.
Operation C. GEOMETRY MANIPULATION. The geometry created at 
the previous step can be manipulated by moving the mesh vertices, thus al-
lowing several variation of  the previously defined topology. Since all the faces 
are triangulated, planar faces will remain planar. In Operation C the position 
of  the points can be linked together, to fulfill superimposed geometrical con-
ditions.
Operation D. STRUCTURAL EVALUATION. This step has already 
been largely discussed. To summarize, each edge of  the structure will be trans-
formed in an element of  a spatial framework. In this step, the connection 
between Architecture and Engineering becomes clear.
V.3. Validation of operation D
Unlike the first three operation, which are purely geometrical, the Operation D 
is based on some mechanical assumptions that need to be tested and validated for the 
hybrid glass steel structural system. To do that, four models, both in 2D and 3D, with 
different grade of  approximation and variable load conditions have been analyzed in 
Karamba3D2, within the first order elastic theory, and with graphic statics.
V.3.1. FEM analysis
The first comparison between the actual model behavior and the framework has 
been performed using a FE analysis.
In the next list, the 4 models will be explained in order of  decreasing complexity:
1. Beam and shell model. this model is the most similar to the actual structural 
system, with detached glass panes and linear beam element representing the 
thin steel bar on the egdes.
2. Shell model. The second model represents the system as a pure homoge-
neous folded plate system, with plates rigidly connected along their edges.
3. Framework braced model. To simulate the panes, 3 beam elements have 
been added to the simple framework model. Each beam is pin-joined and 
connects a vertex of  the triangular pane to its barycenter. According to a first 
2 Finite Element solver in Grasshopper environment.
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order analysis, the barycenter needed to be restrained against out-of-plane dis-
placements, since the planar convergence of  three truss cannot bear any out-
of-plane force components.
4. Framework model. Just a spatial truss composes this model; its beams are 
located on the edges of  the folded plate original model.
Both the model 1 and 2 shown a clear tendency to let the load pass through their 
edges, suggesting that the framework model could be suitable. Especially in the beam 
and shell model, due to the increased stiffness in the edges, force flow distribution is 
located always in the edge region.
Being both the load and the base geometry fully parametrical, the analysis has 
been run with several variable load conditions and on different folded plate base ge-
ometries, making this validation applicable with a high grade of  reliability.
fig 48. 2D analysis: from left to right, shell model (2) and framework braced model (3).
fig 49. 3D analysis: from bottom-left clockwise: beam and shell model (1), shell model (2) framework braced model 
(3), framework model (4).
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V.3.2. Graphic statics analysis
A hand-operated graphic statics analysis has been performed as well. This type of  
analysis concerns only the framework models.
While results for the statically determined models are coherent with the numerical 
ones obtained in Karamba3D, results for the statically undetermined models enhance 
the infinite set of  possible solutions, making them completely material independent 
(see II.3. Graphic statics, page 15 for further information).
The solution developed with graphic statics has been obtained manually, due to 
the actual lack of  automatized solvers especially for statically undetermined models. 
Hence, the structural evaluation for the glass-steel roof  structure will be solved with 
Karamba3D, but the ability to manage force polygons manually can handle to useful 
local detailing and implementations.
node_A A1 A2 A3
STATICALLY INDETERMINATE STRUCTURE
ELASTIC THEORY
PLASTIC THEORY
SOLUTIONS RANGE
1_steel wire
2_glass panel
(EA)1>>(EA)2 (EA)1≈(EA)2 (EA)1<<(EA)2
ELASTIC THEORY
1_tension-only steel wires
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(EA)1>>(EA)2 (EA)1≈(EA)2 (EA)1<<(EA)2
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fig 50. 2d graphic statics analisys. Green line indicates external forces, blue line indicates compression. This analysis 
is focused on the upper node for a one-time statically indetermined planar system.
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fig 51. 3d graphic statics analysis. Green line indicates external forces, blue line indicates compression, red line indi-
cates tension. This analysis embraces the 3d structural system, 3 times statically undetermined, and represents a visual 
envelope of  the possible solutions for plasticity theory.
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V.3.3. Further implementations
As long as an engineering condition or an architectural requirement can be trans-
lated into its fundamental geometrical problem, it can be implemented in the design 
method and become another one parameter to be controlled with the first 3 opera-
tions. Multi-parametric numerical optimization to manipulate the shape and find an 
optimum for each of  the architectural or engineering parameter is still a possible way 
to operate, but often brings to uncontrolled and inconsistent results. For this reason, 
when optimizations are used, it is of  prime importance for the designer to fix a domain 
range where he has the complete control and understating of  what the possible modi-
fication to the folded plate model are, so that the optimization works in a well-defined 
environment only to speed up the process of  search for a local optimum. In other 
words, all the creative part of  the design process must be kept under designer control, 
while the mechanical part of  the work can be automated.
In addition to the stresses, the relevant parameters for the glass roof  are discussed 
below. 
Water drainage
Since all the faces are triangular, their slope, which define where the water will 
drain, is controlled by the slope of  their edges. With this basic geometrical principle 
in mind, a small algorithm that locates if  the is any water accumulation point was imple-
mented.
For this analysis, there are no parameters to be optimized, but just water accumu-
lation points to be avoided if  there is no water drainpipe connected.
Lighting
If  we consider each face normal and the direction of  sunrays as a vector3, it is 
possible to control the sun radiation on each panel in a purely geometrical way. So, the 
sun radiation can be maximized in panes where an embedded photovoltaic system, as 
well as a solar control glass, is placed.
Thermodynamic
The area of  an opening and its height is a very basic parameter to control the pos-
sible airflow. Even if  the thermodynamic behavior behind phenomenon like chimney 
effect is very complex, a CFD4 simulation is not suitable for the design process. More-
3 Geco for Grasshopper let the designer implement solar data as geometrical input and use 
them in the design process. Similar operations can be performed with Ladybug + Honeybee.
4 CFD is the abbreviation for Computational Fluid Dynamics, a branch of  fluid mechanics 
that uses numerical solution to simulate fluid flows.
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over, due to the large volume of  the space enclosed by the roof, a fine control of  the 
environment would be excessively onerous; therefore, the pure geometrical evaluation 
is suitable for the study purposes.
Feasibility
The feasibility for the steel-glass roof  is mainly dependent on the size of  the 
panes. To have a pane that match manufacture requirements, it is enough to avoid too 
sharp vertices and control each pane length, shortening it where it is needed trough 
Operation A, B or C.
There are no concerns about the planarity of  glass panes, since each face is trian-
gulated.
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VI. Location and design 
purposes
VI.1. Site
VI.1.1. History of the construction
After the foundation of  the Engineering School in the 1913, the construction of  
a new dedicated building was mandatory. After few years spent searching for the best 
placement in the city and in expropriation and acquisition of  the areas, Prof. Benfratel-
lo elaborated a first project. In 1932 prof. Benfratello was transferred to Palermo and 
the project was continued by Prof. Pera, leading to the contract for the construction 
in 1932, won by Ing. Severini. He reported that, due to the poorness of  constructive 
details drawings, a consistent part of  the design has to be revised, and the final appear-
ance of  the building is probably more accountable to Ing. Severini than to prof. Pera. 
The building was finished in 1936.
Certainly, through the simplification introduced by Severini in the elevations, the 
overall appearance of  the building abandoned some of  the decoration in the classical 
style of  the original project, leading to a more rationalist and contemporary building.
VI.1.2. Architecture
The main building of  the School Of  Engineering, once called Scuola Reale Di 
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Ingegneria1, is located in an area just outside the old city fortifications, but still very 
close to the main monuments of  the city. Piazza Dei Miracoli is just 350 meters far 
away and from the higher floors of  the building there is a clear view of  the historical 
site.
With a symmetrical layout, the building is articulated in two rectangular wings with 
a central courtyard each, joined through a monumental main entrance, dramatically 
moved out from the facade plane. The main entrance (fig 52. Main Entrance of  the Scuola 
Reale di Ingegneria, Pisa., page 56) is framed in a travertine and two double tuscanic col-
umns divide in three parts the entrance staircase. Once inside, a monumental staircase 
brings to the first floor where the Aula magna is again placed in the geometrical center 
of  that space, and two corridors depart to give access to east and west wings. The roof  
over the staircase is opened in a big glass skylight.
Beneath the monumental staircase there is another one courtyard, bigger and with 
a more complex polygonal boundary, and the big openings on it are mainly windows 
of  the more spacious lecture rooms of  the building.
A consistent part of  the original fixed furniture, as door framing for the main 
rooms and inscriptions, is still in place, giving a particular atmosphere to the spaces. 
Some of  the contemporary furniture, like the benches in front of  the entrance of  the 
Department Of  Architecture, however, does not seem to be well integrated in the 
spaces.  
1 The School was funded under monarchical government.
fig 52. Main Entrance of  the Scuola Reale di Ingegneria, Pisa.
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Despite the symmetrical layout of  the main building, the area surrounding it has 
grown during time just on the west side, due to the presence of  Via Bonanno Pisano 
on the east side. Several new buildings and some outdoor spaces with sitting areas are 
now place on that side, and despite the humble appearance of  the lateral entrance, in 
comparison with the monumentality of  the main one, that side gained importance and 
claims for an architectural dignity.
The building has 3 internal courtyards, two of  them are located in the symmetrical 
lateral parts of  the building, and another one in the center of  it, just behind the main 
staircase. The main architectural theme of  these courtyards is ordered by the regular 
disposition of  windows on a clean orange plaster wall.
VI.1.3. Internal courtyards
It is very common for ancient building to reimagine new functions on old court-
yards, which are often disregarded spaces for contemporary needs. Often, even if  the 
fig 53. West elevation of  the west courtyard, out of  scale.
fig 54. South elevation of  the west courtyard, out of  scale. The five big windows of  the first floor are part of  the 
Engineering library.
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covered parts of  the building are frequented, courtyards are left in mediocre condi-
tions. This is the case of  the Engineering main building in Pisa. In the last years, the 
constant lack of  spaces in main building brought to the construction of  some new 
buildings and facilities. However, several primary activities are still hosted by the main 
building, and the scarcity of  studying areas inside of  it has never been truly solved. 
Moreover, as a School of  Engineering, an ambitious experimental project to reveal a 
forgotten space2, would be coherent with the nature and purposes of  the school. For 
these reasons the construction of  a new glass roof  over one of  the courtyards, estab-
lishing both a new and emblematic solution and new study spaces is a very suitable 
operation.
The courtyard on the west wing of  the building (fig 53 and fig 54) is the ideal 
location to locate a useful and symbolic space. In fact, relevant areas in the academic 
life have windows on it, and it is well connected with the exterior through the entrance 
that once was lateral, and today, after the construction of  new building on that side, is 
gaining relevance and is always crowded. The main Engineering Library have several 
windows on it, as well as the Department of  Architecture. Moreover, from a construc-
tive point of  view, that courtyard has a rectangular layout, with a reasonable span, and 
needs a renovation.
The symmetric court on the east wing, while having the same shape and span, 
seems to be less popular for the visitors, probably because the entrance on the east 
side is almost never used by students. Furthermore, that courtyard has been renewed 
recently, and an emergency steel staircase has been placed in it.
Despite its position, the central courtyard is a space that is never lived by students. 
Only lecture rooms have windows facing that space, and it seems to be less integrated 
with the architectural enclosed space of  the building. Its irregular boundary makes it 
more difficult to be covered.
For these reasons, if  there is a space to be revealed in the engineering main build-
ing, that one is the west wing courtyard.
VI.2. Architectural purposes of the new interven-
tion
The Engineering library, located on the west wing, is a notably popular place, not 
2 Revealing a forgotten space are the word used by Roger Barnes to describe The Great Court 
at the British Museum [Barnes 2001]
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just to consult books but often as an hosting place of  students who need quiet and 
silence. However, it lacks some outdoor and conversation spaces, and sometimes stu-
dents who prefer to talk each other during reading or make any kind of  studying-re-
lated noise, are forced to rent the books and move away from the library, since there is 
no suitable space for these activities.
A new space, that has outdoor feeling and yet is enclosed in a pleasant atmosphere 
would give to the library the right space to fulfill these student needs, and would avoid 
some unnecessary short term book rental, alleviating the desk job and paperwork for 
the library management.
To provide this space, the design will enhance a terrace that will be insulated as a 
capsule from the rest of  the courtyard covered space, in order to provide a fine con-
trol of  temperature, moisture and air quality to host sitting people in the best possible 
conditions.
On the ground floor, the most representative and suggestive space will be created. 
It will host students and visitors and with its unique atmosphere will act as a hinge 
between the city and the academic life. It will become a showcase for the Pisa Engi-
neering University, a place where periodically changed exhibition about the ongoing 
research will be shown to visitors. The feeling of  public and yet academic place will be 
one of  the leitmotiv of  the whole intervention.
Learning from Roman Architecture, rainwater will have an active role. As it was 
in the peristylium, water drainage will be not just a matter of  removal of  water flow, but 
rather a key to find the relationship between inside and outside through one of  the 
classical elements of  nature.
The roof  itself  will be shifted down about one storey from the gutter valley of  the 
old roof, so that from the windows of  the top floor the new coverage will be visible 
and the shadows of  the old building can run over it and clarify its shape. This choice 
will help also for the roof  maintenance: the unavoidable need of  periodically cleaning 
of  the glass surface will bring fewer complications with a direct access from a storey, 
instead of  a roof  access.
Despite the roman reference for the role of  water in the patio houses, the architec-
tural concept for the creation of  this new space refers more to a classical Greek inter-
pretation, were the object itself  produce the architectural result, more than the space 
enclosed by it. This doesn’t mean that the courtyard space is of  less importance then 
the roof  itself, but rather that the quality of  this space, and the previously listed goals, 
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will be pursued through a formal and structural research for purity and expressivity in 
the roof  structure, aspiring to a form of  technical beauty capable of  characterize the 
place and deliver symbolic meanings for an Engineering school.
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VII. The Pursuit of Form
VII.1. Level 1 – global form research
The very beginning of  the work on the pursuit of  optimal form for the roof  of  
the courtyard started with a definition of  a base topological pattern (fig 55). Its de-
velopment started from the Musmeci’s roof  for the Cinema in Montecchio Maggiore, 
which has been rebuilt with the Folding Augmented method. Further information 
about the structural properties of  that pattern can be found in Cap. VIII.1 (page 84).
In order to deal with a reasonable grade of  complexity, that can be understood and 
kept under control, a boundary condition of  primary importance for the construc-
tion needs to be neglected: the maximum size of  glass panel.
fig 55. Projection and orthographic view of  the base pattern.
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In fact, the bound between the subdivisions of  folding pattern and the complexity 
of  its inner behavior is not linear: each step forward in the subdivision increases expo-
nentially the overall complexity, leading to an unintelligible composition very soon. For 
this reason, only a reasonable sized folding pattern can be controlled. Thus, the global 
shape will be investigated with a low division rate.
The parameters that will be studied in Level 1 are structure and water drainage 
for the engineering part and expressivity, lighting and environment for the archi-
tectural part, neglecting feasibility for the dimension of  glass panes. The most relevant 
and accurate analysis has been performed on the structure, based on the framework 
model previously validated (V.3. Validation of  operation D, page 49); the properties of  
the folding pattern and the load conditions will be treated in VIII. Structural design, page 
82.
The consistency of  the analytical model allows to develop several designs vari-
ations, deepening the analysis for the most promising ones. At the end of  this para-
graph, all the documented experimentations will be shown (fig 58 and fig 60).
Beyond the manual manipulation of  control points, other automated tools have 
been arranged to find optimal solution in a shorter time. Several automated procedures 
have been used to manipulate the geometry, but they can be brought back to their 
roots, resulting in these 3 types (fig 56):
1. Mesh morphing. The basic folding pattern can be morphed to acquire a de-
sired global shape. Despite the formal freedom that this operation enhances, it 
has to be used wisely. In fact, morphing the folding pattern on an arbitrary sur-
face can neglect of  the role of  each fold as a stress driving line, thus reducing 
the operation of  structural folding just to an expedient to add structural depth.
2. Dynamic relaxation. Another way to improve the folding pattern is to per-
form a dynamic relaxation on the actual geometry to better distribute the 
stresses. The process is performed in Kangaroo1, an add-on that lets the de-
sign interact and make real time modifications to the relaxed geometry and to 
its boundary conditions (elements rest length, stiffness, and constrains), re-
sulting in an effective tool to deepen the understating of  the pattern behavior.
3. Genetic optimization. The position of  each point can be optimized by min-
imizing the value of  stresses (or any other quantitative output) in the elements 
through the movement of  one or more reference points within a defined 
range. To perform this operation, the genetic iterative processor Galapagos2 
1 Kangaroo is a Live Physics engine for interactive simulation, optimization and form-finding 
for Grasshopper.
2 Galapagos is a built-in generic platform for the application of  Evolutionary Algorithms in 
Grasshopper.
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have been used. When the domain range for the movement vector is well de-
fined, it gives consistent results. 
Together with the manual manipulation, they constitute the toolbox for the 
design of  this glass-steel roof. Nevertheless, automated solution solvers must be used 
carefully because they can lead to unreasonable and random solutions. To avoid that, 
each solver must be used under a well-defined solution domain, in which the designer 
has the full control and understanding of  what the mutations cause to the structure. In 
this perspective, solvers are used just to speed up the research for an optimum.
However, after some designs, the architectural purpose of  adding a new space to 
the engineering library was hard to be matched, especially due to the lack of  control 
on the environmental properties for the sitting area. In fact, a fine control of  air tem-
perature and moisture in the whole courtyard would be very complex and probably 
fig 56. 1. mesh morphing, 2. dynamic relaxation, 3. 
genetic optimization
1 2
3
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even unnecessary, since just a fraction of  that space will be used as a sitting area for 
reading and studying purposes. To radically bypass this, a closed volume with its own 
roof  has been designed at the library floor. An open area between the main roof  and 
the short-spanning roof  terrace will be designed, in order to ensure continuous natural 
air circulation for the closed courtyard (fig 57).
The experience in dealing with the main parameters of  this design and the toolbox 
matured in the work on the previous solution research, helped to speed up the process 
and lead to a faster developing of  the optimal shape.
fig 57. Sketch representing the final organization of  courtyard volumes.
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fig 58. Evaluation sheets that show the development in the form definition and some casse studies. (p. 65 to 65) 
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General notes
 A. The very first solution is the Musmeci’s 
cinema roof pattern, scaled on the width of the 
courtyard and the length based on the distance 
between the windows. The restrains are always 
in-plane, and the load follows the planar voronoi 
diagram. Stresses are very high, but the top points 
on the zigzag edge, on long edge, have low 
reactions, so it is possible to move them out from 
the wall to have openings. The edges are still very 
long. Water drains perfectly.
 B. The upper zigzag points are moved 
inside, losing the support. The stresses basically 
don’t change, but the architectural relation between 
existing windows and roof openings is a big added 
value.
 C. Moving up the central points, in order 
to increase the arch-like behavior, drastically 
decrease the stresses (1/3 of before), thus 
increasing reactions.
 D. Lifting up the central accumulation 
points don’t decrease stresses.
 E. Opening the arch points increased a bit 
the stress. Till now the best solution is the C.
 F. From the C solution, I rise up the gradually 
the central points, trying to activate a dome like behavior. 
The stress are low in general (less than half of C), 
but the roof is very tall, around 7 meters.
 G. From F, I decreased the height of the 
accumulation points. The diagonal lower edges take 
lateral thrust, so lowering these points meant to 
increase their horizontal component, thus 
decreasing the stress in the edges.
 H. Now the new shape has been 
generated with a dynamic relaxation (kangaroo 
algorithm). Since the lateral restraints are not taking 
horizontal thrust, it is not really working properly, 
elements that should be in compression are in 
tension and the stresses are very high (KN in edges 
is around 150 times the KN/m2).
1. Just adding a 3-axis restrain on each support 
let the assembly work more as a funicular 
compression dome and the stress is 10 times 
smaller.
 I.Distancing the upper points or the 
arch-like part caused a high increase of the stress 
(3x than before), because these elements, with no 
external horizontal restrain are not working as 
arches.
1. Again, the stress decrease a lot (30x smaller), 
restraining out of plane movement.
 J. Decreasing the accumulation point 
height helped a lot (1/3 of case I.) but it makes the 
whole roof look heavy and less expressive.
1. As usual, restrining lateral thrust dtrastically 
changed the roof behavior (around 20 KN max 
elem stress).
 K. Long edge, the zigzag profile, are now 
distributed on a catenary curve, and the base 
surface is again obtained with a dynamic relaxation. 
The stresses are dramatically high (KN in edges is 
around 650 times the KN/m2).
1. As usual, restraining lateral thrust drastically 
changed the roof behavior (around 20 KN max 
elem stress).
 L. Now the arch is on the short edge. 
Even without  the lateral restrain, it behave 
much better than previous solutions (KN in edges is 
around 100x the KN/m2). However, it definitely lacks 
in expressivity.
1. With all restains, it behaves even better: 15x 
the KN/m2 load.
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Vertical load case
vertical 1/3 area load pattern
1 KN/m2 -> 31 KN
(on the most stressed element)
Horizontal load case
uniform load on vertices
1 KN -> 8 KN
(on the most stressed element)
G // vertical load
G // horizontal load
Vertical load case - Txyz fixed supports
vertical 1/3 area load pattern
1 KN/m2 -> 12 KN
(on the most stressed element)
CASE STUDY 1
manually shaped folded plate surface
vertical load
CASE STUDY 2
manually shaped folded plate surface
horizontal load
CASE STUDY 3
parametrical folding on funicolar dome 
vertical load different support condi-
tions
Vertical load case - in-plane supports
vertical 1/3 area load pattern
1 KN/m2 -> 121 KN
(on the most stressed element)
L // in-plane supports
L // fixed supports
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Q General notes
 M. The folded plate has been generated on a relaxed mesh with one 
stiffer edge free to move. It clearly does not work, unless I add Txyz restrain in 
all support points. Also this solution is not so desirable, because the stresses 
are still too high (around 200x the KN/m2 load).
 N. In order to keep some supports on the free, arch-like, edge of 
solution edge, the entire length has been divided in 3 parts and the central part 
can still rely on the support. It still needs the Txyz support on each edge but 
the stresses are slightly lower (5% better than L.). Moreover, the top point of 
the zigzag profile on free edges have been lowered, since no statical height is 
needed there, with very light improvements on general behavior.
 O. Almost any arbitrary variation of the points decrease the structural 
efficiency. Adding depth to the parts where the moment is higher helped a bit 
but not so much.
 P. This time the dynamic relaxation has been done with the same 
stiffness on all edges, so the bent arch is much more big. The stress did not 
decrease so much. The position of the 4 central accumulation points, which 
intuitively are controlling the roof behavior, have been varied and optimized 
using a genetic algorithm (Galapagos) , in a high range of position, varying their 
x, y and z coordinates. The tend to perform better when the edge between 
them and the support is almost parallel to the ground, reaching however a 
poor structural behavior (in the most stressed element stress is 150x the 
KN/m2 load).
 Q. Restarting from one of the best solution reached manually, 
enriched also by openings, I identified some shape parameters that could be 
moved within a fixed domain. In particular, the position of the top accumulation 
points could be moved within the module length in an horizontal plane (no 
variation on the height). The solution is quite interesting in terms of shape, with 
some unusual variation and asymmetry, but the stress didn’t really drop down 
(from 31x to 27x on the most stressed element).1 2
5 4
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General notes
Phase 3 represents a complete new way of designing 
the roof. With the deep study done in phase 1 and 2, 
now is possible to develop a true method, as a 
systematic synthetic approach with a branch of defined 
instruments.
 A. From this point on, the basic folding pattern 
has been disposed in an opposite way, the supports 
and opening are switched: now the opening is in the 
bottom of the zigzag. With the basic configuration (as 
previous step A) the stresses are high but it is promising.
 B. The upper points, whose are actually 
defining the arch, have been lifted. The general behavior 
improved a lot, but it is still far from the best results. 
(around 75x the surface load).
 C. Detaching the lower zigzag points did not 
affect so much on structural behavior, as expected. The 
roof is developing a global tensegrity mechanism.
 D. From this variation the load has been refined: 
it is taking really in account the mesh shape, acting as a 
voronoi directly on mesh, each point has the right 
tributary area. Again with Galapagos there are some 
optimized solution. If the maximum allowed height is 
low, the roof assumes the shape of an inverse arch on 
the long side, but if I increase the max allowed height 
than the shape become much more weird: kind of a 
zigzag.
 E. Now the dynamic relaxation will be 
performed directly on the mesh, applying loads 
coherently with the compression tension behavior that I 
want to achieve. The mesh is relaxed in a very nice 
shape, with down forces on the accumulation points 
and up forces on the arches points. The problem is still 
in the lateral thrust. Stress are high but reasonable 
(around 120x the new distributed force). The stress go 
out of control as soon as I remove the out of plane 
support (900x).
 F. With external points free to move in the 
out-of-wall direction in the dynamic relaxation method, 
the behavior is much more improved and the lateral 
restrain can be removed with no big concerns. Despite 
this good properties, the roof has still some weaknesses 
in the position of the points touching the wall, whose 
cannot be avoided easily, and the general behavior is not 
worth of this additional task. To control the lateral 
movement of the point, it has been added a local elastic 
anchor point in the out-of-plane direction, with a short 
rest length.
 G. Deforming the previous mesh in order to 
increase its statical height gave a much better 
performing solution (90x the load). Here makes more 
sense to analyze the local condition and how to move 
the point out from the wall.
 H. The mesh has been relaxed with lower 
springs stiffness and now the solution is performing very 
well. The edge curvature has been limited retaining the 
movements of boundary points with springs. Unfortu-
nately the water does not drain, but the solution is very 
interesting and needs further investigations.
 I. Starting from H I will perform a Galapagos 
optimization for arch points in y-dir symmetrically both in 
length and width. It did not find a completely revolution-
ary solution, but a small optimization on the total stress 
value. Right now the stresses are 80x the mesh load. 
The optimization of the the minimal tensile value held to 
the same solution.
 J. First attempt to achieve an arch like behavior 
on zigzag edges combined with the dynamic relaxation. 
A great shaping freedom, but structurally speaking there 
is no improvements.
 K. Now the two long edges are shaped as 2 
parabolas, with the convex side on opposite directions. 
The side with the convexity sided to the top can be 
connected to the wall, since there is no need to drain 
water. The stresses are high but still at a reasonable level 
(100x) but in this very complex roof makes sense to do a 
Galapagos optimization. See L.
 L. Here the optimization of the top arches 
points in the y-dir. In this case it gives much more 
interesting results. The stress in reasonable (70x), and it 
drains the water.
 M. Now the accumulation point y position has 
been optimized. The stress is going down (compressing 
to 65x and tensile 45x). The same thing can be done 
optimizing both accumulation and arch point together, 
thus maintaining a strong symmetry on the y axis 
between each arch, and keeping them parallel. it results 
in well distributed force flow, better appearance, and 
slightly lower stresses: 64x and 42x. The choice of how 
much freedom leave to the points in the optimization is 
critical, each possible movement has consequences for 
all of the aspects, so leaving them uncontrolled 
possibilities may result in a great structural behavior but 
in poor other performaces. 
 N. Another solution has been developed with 
Galapagos. This works more in compression: 67x and 
40x. average stresses are around half of the max 
stresses element in both C and T, so it is behaving well. 
This solution drains the water and decrease a bit the 
glass length. The shape is times more expressive. Edges 
are very long, splitting of basic folding pattern has to be 
implemented. To compare the results with solution G of 
the phase 1, if I use the old load case, with uniform 
planar voronoi surface calculation, the max stress is 28x. 
This last set is the best performing soution obtained so 
far without lateral thrust.
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1. Vertical load case
vertical voronoi on mesh area load 
pattern
1 KN/m2 -> 67 KN
(on the most stressed element)
Roof shaping process
1. Generation of ruled surface
notes//
2. Horizontal load case
constant y-dir load on each vertex
1 KN/m2 -> 10 KN
(on the most stressed element)
N // vertical loadN // sections
N // plan N // horizontal load
2. Morphing of folding pattern on 
ruled surface
3. Dynamic relaxation of mesh edges 
with out-of-plane elastic anchor 
points and various loads
4. Local stress optimizations
fig 59. Evaluation sheets that show the development in the form definition and some casse studies. (p. 77 to 77) 
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fig 60. Renders used during the spatial shape experimentations to experience the resulting atmoshpere in the court-
yard space.  
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VII.2. Level 2 -  local subdivision
When a global satisfying shape has been found, the new subdivision step has been 
introduced in order to match the maximum commercial dimension of  glass panels. 
A division pattern which is coherent with the topological rules of  the original folded 
surface has been developed (fig 61), restarting from the base tetrahedral grid of  FA – 
Operation A.
The division step can be performed in two ways. The first and more complex 
solution is to move the division point out of  plane, so that the planar surface rises in 
spatial system, with the possibility to finer control of  force flow and bracing. Structural 
implications of  this division will be extended in Cap. VIII.1.3 (page 85). Another way 
to operate this division, which is just a degeneracy of  the previous operation, is to keep 
the subdivided panel planar, so that the overall behavior is kept efficient as the Level 
1 system.
For this design, the first step of  subdivision performed in Level 2 is enough to 
match construction requirements. However, in theoretical terms, the process can be 
fig 61. Subdivided folding pattern.
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iterated, leading to a hierarchical system that let the designer deal with progressively 
higher levels of  complexity. As soon as the resolution overcomes a certain level, the 
folding pattern resembles the discretization of  a curved surface, showing a possible 
way through which folding converge to other structural forms (fig 62).
The two described Phases with the manipulation toolset constitute a design spe-
cific application of  Folding Augmented (fig 63). However, it does not establish a 
straightforward process. Rather, their usage is iterative, and through several back-and-
forth passages (fig 64) the designer models the shape while simultaneously extends his 
discernment on the properties of  the folding pattern.
Le
ve
l 1
Le
ve
l 2
fig 62. From the division of  a simple node, in few division steps an effec-
tive approximation of  a continuous surface in terms of  shape and behavior 
can be reached. For this node, a single step in the division process brings to a 
clear similarity to an hypar. 
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Operation A:
Grid Generation
Operation B:
Virtual Folding
Operation C:
Geometry Manipulation
Tool 2:
Mesh Morphing
Tool 1:
Manual Manipulation
Tool 3:
Dynamic Relaxation
Operation D:
Structural Evaluation
Tool 4:
Genetic Optimization
• Boundary Conditions
Level 0 - Preliminary definition of the project
Level 1 - Global Form Research
existing building
supports
• Architectural Requirements
Folding Augmented + Toolset
final global shape
final design
iterate
toolset
ite
ra
te
 if
 n
ee
de
d
new spaces
symbolic roof
Level 2 - Local Subdivision
Folding Augmented + Toolset
Folding Augmented Operation A + B
(to subdivide original pattern)
iterate
fig 63. Folding Augmented with the specific toolset.
fig 64. Map of  the design strategy.
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VIII. Structural design
As shown from Musmeci’s inspirational work (Cap. III.2.2 (page 30)), the global 
folding pattern must play a fundamental role in controlling the force flow, rather than being 
just a stratagem to add structural depth.
The topological pattern developed by Musmeci for the roof  of  the Cinema in 
Montecchio Maggiore (Par. III.2.2, page 30) seemed from the beginning a promising 
solution also for the roof  in the courtyard of  the Scuola Reale di Ingegneria in Pisa. 
Moreover, it could be used to match the partition rhythm of  the existing windows, 
which is the dominant architectural theme of  the internal courtyard.
Besides working on compositions and variations of  Musmeci base pattern, it is 
crucial to understand its inner properties, such as its tetrahedral spatial base grid and 
its related internal degrees of  freedom.
fig 65. Projection and axonometric view of  Musmeci’s folding pattern for the Cinema in Montecchio. Red lines repre-
sent the actual folding pattern, while grey lines represent the base tetrahedral grid after a topological manipulation.
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fig 66. Equilibrium of  the tetrahedral grid studied by a gradual removal of  edges, from a fully materialized grid 
(model 0 - grey and yellow edges) to the actual folding pattern (model 9 – only yellow edges). Tx, Ty, Tz are respectively 
each translational degree of  freedom fixed in the support in x, y and z direction.
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VIII.1. Global structural concept
VIII.1.1. Kinematic stability
Musmeci pattern can be easily created with Folding Augmented - Operation 
A (Par. V.2, page 47). When some faces of  the tetrahedral grid are not materialized, 
another external constrain must be added. A step-by-step face removal has been per-
formed to evaluate how the system reacts to the progressive dematerialization of  the 
base grid. It goes from a fully materialized tetrahedral base grid to the actual folding 
pattern used by Musmeci.
Starting from a two-times statically indeterminate system, each iteration of  the 
face removal shown the need of  a new constrain (fig 66). If  at the beginning the sys-
tem shown high resilience, allowing to insert new constrains with substantial freedom, 
when the pattern loses some internal spatial framing each new constrain must be used 
in a critic point. However, they can be chosen in a construction effective way, in order 
to fulfill superimposed boundary conditions.
When the base pattern is composted into an array, mutual connections between 
the modules provide the supports thus shifting again the constrains to the global edges.
VIII.1.2. Force flow into the base pattern (Level 1)
Apart from the kinematical stability of  the structure, the notable virtue of  the 
folding pattern lays in the capability of  activate an arch-and-tie behavior (fig 68 and 
fig 69), thus eliminating undesirable thrust on the existing walls and performing well 
fig 67. Arch-and-tie behavior on a couple of  the folding pattern modules. Blue=compression; red=tension.
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for dead and live gravity loads.
VIII.1.3. Force flow in the subdivided pattern (Level 2)
Once the base pattern is subdivided to match the commercial dimensions of  glass 
panes, the arch-and-tie behavior obtained in the folding pattern in Phase 1 (Cap. VII.1 
(page 61)) will be preserved and, furthermore, it will be improved where the move-
ment of  control points will bring to better performances of  the roof.
If  at a first glance the increased number of  control points seems to help achieving 
a more efficient shape, after few experiments becomes clear that the framework net 
is so dense and interconnected that each point controls several load bearing mecha-
nism simultaneously. So, sometimes the strategy explained in Level 2 (Cap. VII.2 (page 
79)) of  keeping the subdivided panel planar will be used with slight effects on the 
structural behavior of  the Level 1 non-subdivided solution.
VIII.1.4. Design-effective loads
The loads used in the back-and-forth process of  finding an optimal structural 
shape are mainly vertical loads: dead load and snow. Since the structural model is a 
framework truss, all the loads needed to be located in the vertices in order to let the 
elements work with purely axial forces. To accomplish that, the triangular glass panel 
weight has been disassembled and moved on its vertices.
For an accurate evaluation of  snow load, a specific in-scale survey should be per-
formed. However, in order to execute a very first analysis, has been assumed that no 
slipping occurs on deposited snow, so that each snowflake rests in its exact position 
once it touches the roof. To transform this assumption in a load condition, a tributary 
area for each vertex has been calculated through a Voronoi planar diagram, thus di-
viding the courtyard area in a series of  regions consisting of  all points closer to each 
vertex. 
For the horizontal loads, and other unpredictable stresses, the force flow has not 
been analyzed in detail. The complex geometry and construction constrains would 
need a specific investigation to give reliable results.
However, since the pattern has proven its kinematic stability (Cap. VIII.1.1 (page 
84)), a pure edge compression-tension solution will exist (as long as the ultimate 
strength of  the material is not exceeded), and the framework approximation truss will 
represent still a reliable evaluation model. The kinematic stability of  the edges allows 
the folded roof  to work in its more efficient way, thus avoiding higher order load bear-
ing behaviors (i.e. bending stiffness of  the edges).
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fig 68. Two of  the possible new ways to develop the same behavior of  the simple arch of  Phase 1 in the subdivided 
pattern (Phase 2). (Red = tension; blue = compression).
Level 1
Level 2 - A
Level 2 - B
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fig 69. For the tie as well, several different behaviors can be found in Phase 2 to develop a tie mechanism. (Red = 
tension; blue = compression).
Level 1
Level 2 - A
Level 2 - B
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VIII.2. Local design and detailing
Moving from the global to the scale of  a single edge several key points needs to 
be addressed. This part is a common problem when the structural system is a hybrid 
assembly, because at this scale the interaction between the base materials can give very 
peculiar response even on simple stress state.
According to the global structural concept, the next paragraphs will investigate 
how the single edge reacts in tension or compression.
VIII.2.1. Tensioned edge
Due to the joint design, tension cannot occur in the glass, because it can slide in-
side its housing. Therefore, in the tensed edge all the stress will flow through the steel 
element, which can reach plastic deformation. The tensile yielding for steel S235 bar 
is 73,8 KN.
VIII.2.2. Compressed edge
Where the edge is compressed, the behavior become much more complex both 
because of  bucking and for the interaction between glass and steel, and the bond 
between these two problems. First, the buckling problem will be analyzed.
Buckling
For the buckling analysis on the compressed edge, the research done by Professor 
Snijder et al. about the failure behavior of  a slender high-strength steel column braced 
by glass panes1 analyzes a problem very similar to the buckling occurring in the roof  
edges, because in the roof  as in the research a slender steel column need to be laterally 
restrained by glass panes. The research compares the FEM analysis and the results 
from a physical model to elaborate a reliable theoretical model for the column, which 
will be used also in the current compressed edge study.
In order to consider the most severe situation, the first model is composed by a 6 
m edge (the longest possible in the roof) braced by two triangular glass panes. One of  
the edges of  these panes is joined to the steel bar; the others are free to move, neglect-
ing the positive stabilization effect due to the folding on the other edges.
Firstly, the Eulerian critic load for a naked steel S235 bar with 20 mm diameter and 
6m length has been calculated:
1  [Snijder 2013]
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Nc = pi
2
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L0
2
= 0, 9KN
The predictable extreme weakness of  a naked steel column is dramatically lower 
than the yield strength of  74 KN for the S235 phi 20mm steel column, so the restrain-
ing capacity of  the glass panes against lateral buckling needs to be investigated.
To understand the radically different structural behavior of  the braced steel edge, 
the analysis has to be performed inevitably with the help of  FEM software. The anal-
ysis has been performed in both Karamba3D2 and SAP2000 (fig 70 and fig 71), to 
have both a parametrical model of  the structural element, with variable  properties, 
and a validation model on a well-known and very reliable software, that enhances more 
powerful FE solvers.
In both software the model is a shell and beam assembly, where the column is 
connected with the glass panes with 10 short joints equally spaced in its length. Steel 
is modeled as an elastic – perfectly and indefinitely plastic material. The load is a test 
force of  1 KN in axial direction with no eccentricity.
The buckling multiplier for Karamba is 560 and for SAP2000 is 426, indicating a 
theoretical buckling load of  560 KN and 426 KN, which cannot be reach due to the 
yielding of  steel column. The notable difference between Karamba and SAP2000 re-
sults is coherent with the solving algorithm used, that for the first software calculates 
2 Karamba3D is a parametric structural engineering tool fully embedded in the parametric 
design environment of  Grasshopper.
fig 70. FE model in SAP2000 fig 71. FE model in Karamba3D
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the deflections with second order theory for small displacements, while in SAP2000 
the solver enhances geometrical nonlinearities for large displacements. With a linear 
analysis on SAP2000, the buckling multiplier is much closer that the one obtained in 
Karamba, thus indicating a substantial reliability of  the results.
However, for the design purposes, and for the maximum stresses on the roof, 
these results are consistent and avoid the risk of  buckling of  the compressed steel 
edge.
In the folded plate roof  no edge has redundancy in the number of  glass panes as 
the glass-steel column, because each steel element has only 2 panes to avoid buckling 
in the 2 directions. However, the global shape of  the roof  enhance additional restrain 
to each glass pane, as joint confinement and restrains on the edges that in the local 
analysis has been evaluated as free to move, due to the connection with other panes. 
With these highly restrained conditions, even a cracked glass pane can still avoid the 
buckling of  steel beam in its in-plane direction, relying on the other pane for its out-
of-plane direction.
Elastic phase
In order to better understand where the force flows an elastic analysis needs to be 
performed. For the first time in the FE model, pretension has been introduced.
As before, 2 models were designed, the first one in Karamba and the second in 
SAP2000. The models are made by 3 beams connected in parallel, so the kinematic 
compatibility for axial displacements is imposed (fig 72). The 3 beams represent the 
elements that are carrying the load on the edges: the steel wire and a small part of  the 
section of  each glass pane. The size of  it is related with the thickness of  the pane and 
the geometry of  the joints and has been fixed prudently 20 x 30 mm (respectively the 
thickness of  the pane and the width of  the load bearing section). Keeping such a small 
active area for glass assures to have higher stresses and to keep a relevant part of  it 
passing though the steel element, thus reaching yielding sooner.
fig 72. Statical scheme of  the analyzed model
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Due to the absence of  diaphragms on Karamba, a local very stiff  connection has 
been designed. To check the possible effects of  this slightly difference between the 
2 models introduced by the local connection some load tests have been performed, 
leading to the exact same results in the two software.
Pretension on the steel element has been implemented in Karamba, with a value 
of  30 KN. As every information implemented in Karamba, since the design in fully 
parametrical, each parameter as the prestress can be changed depending on various 
needs. To reach the yielding on steel S235 the edge force must go up to around 195 
KN, thus keeping far the compression strength of  glass (N=60 KN in each of  the 2 
panes, with a compressive strength of  600 KN). Any risk of  local instabilities is limited 
by the confinement provided by the vertex nodes and the pane-to-pane connectors.
Even with the previously done tests that are avoiding the risks of  buckling, the 
structure cannot rely on a true capacity of  plastic redistribution. If  the steel yields, 
the global assembly behavior is still elastic, even if  its stiffness is effectively reduced 
due to the loss of  steel contribute (see fig 73). A stress redistribution could occur just 
for the reduced modulus of  elasticity of  the edge. Its behavior can be read as a bilinear 
elastic constitutive bond, or instead, with less physical accuracy, as an elastic – heavily 
hardening plastic constitutive bond. 
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fig 73. σ-ε bilinear graph as plotted from the diplacements results on Karamba3D.
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IX. Final project
The need for a closed space at the library floor brought an important change in 
the design process. In fact, in order to build this new terrace, closed and with its own 
roof, some columns needed to be added since overhanging out of  the existing build-
ing is an unacceptable condition. These new columns were then lengthen to reach the 
roof  and act as an additional vertical support. With these new supports, the roof  can 
be detached by one side of  the existing walls, while running very close to it, resulting 
in a very dramatic detail.
The new roof  for the west wing courtyard of  the Main Engineering building in 
Pisa has finally been designed after some iterations of  the design method. During the 
back-and-forth process of  shape manipulation, some recursive invariants emerged.
First, an axis of  symmetry was introduced in the middle of  the long side of  the 
courtyard. It superimpose a bound, which has both mechanical and spatial effects. 
In fact, with symmetrical boundary condition along that axis, a symmetric structure 
performs better. Moreover, considering the dynamic experience of  a visitor walking in 
the corridor, which runs on the long side of  the courtyard, the symmetrical disposition 
helps to create a more coherent and, therefore, clearer geometrical pattern.
Then, with the introduction of  the terrace at the library level, and the capability 
to detach the global roof  from the wall, becomes clear that an integration between the 
roof  and the terrace was suitable, and that the gap between the two elements could 
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fig 74. Top view of  the Engineering Main Building with the new glass roof  in the west cortyard. Out of  scale.
provide a consistent ventilation.
Finally, the columns provided also channels were gutters can be installed, imple-
menting new rainwater drainage points.
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fig 75. Plan of  the west cortyard with the new roof. Not in scale.
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fig 77. Section BB. Out of  scale.
fig 76. Section AA. Out of  scale.
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fig 78. Isometric view of  the final folding pattern.
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fig 79. East-west view of  the courtyard.
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fig 80. Bottom-up view of  the courtyard.
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fig 81. Views of  the glass roof.
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IX.1. Application of the design strategy
IX.1.1. Level 1 – Global form behavior
After several iteration of  Folding Augmented at Level 1, a very good global shape 
was achieved. At this level, it is meaningful to analyze the global results obtained in the 
shape manipulation. Hence, the upcoming analysis, in particular the ones performed 
at a global level, will be shown Level 1 detail, which both is more coherent with the 
design method and provides more understandable results. 
IX.1.2. Level 2 – Local subdivision
With the local subdivisions, once a narrow range of  movements for the division 
points is fixed, no major effects on the overall behavior is achievable. In fact, points 
must be moved no more than 50 centimeters from their original position, in the middle 
of  the subdivided edge. Thus, the envelope of  all the possible point positions is a circle 
that lays in the yz plane1, centered in the original division point and with a diameter of  
one meter.
Even if  sometimes a wider freedom in the movement for the division points 
seemed a useful tool, this operation leads to a weaker control of  both the shape and 
the structural behavior of  the roof, neglecting the design strategy (fig 64) and resulting 
in poor solutions. Instead, iterating the process from Level 1 brings to better structural 
performances and keeps under designer control every relevant aspect of  the roof.
IX.2. Design results
The 6 relevant parameters already adopted to study existing courtyard in Cap. III 
(page 17) will be used here to evaluate the actual glass-steel roof  design.
IX.2.1. Engineering
The main engineering concern was around the stresses in the elements. However, 
each shape manipulation caused effects in all of  these aspects. The results are illustrat-
ed below.
Structure
A final geometry, shaped by the force flow into the pattern, has been obtained by 
1 y is the direction of  the short edge, while z is the vertical direction.
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the iteration of  the design strategy (fig 74 and fig 78). The arch-and-tie behavior has 
been enhanced thus eliminating any thrust on existing walls.
Supports provide only reaction forces for in-plane directions of  the existing wall. 
To avoid thrust also at the 4 corners, a steel cable runs from one side to the other. Due 
to the inner behavior of  the folding pattern, there is no need for a stiff  reinforced 
concrete ring at surface boundary, where the old walls touch the new roof. This solu-
tion is often used to avoid thrust on the old structure, thus self-balancing the reactions 
transmitted by the roof. However, it can result in an invasive intervention on the old 
structure. Since the structural model is a framework truss, no support provides a rota-
tional constrain.
Regarding the stress distribution (fig 88 and fig 89) resulting from a first order 
elastic analysis on the final shape, separate observation for tension and compression 
fig 82. Render of  the final roof  design. Ties are displayed in blue.
fig 83. Render of  the final roof  design. Arches are displayed in blue.
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members can be done:
• Compression shows peaks in arches and low values on other elements, main-
ly due to node equilibrium conditions.
• Tension is better distributed in the elements. This is due to the multiple tie 
mechanism working in parallel.
The previously analyzed results are the stress on the Level 1 non-subdivided ge-
ometry, since the only relevant truss elements in a 1st order analysis are in that model, 
resulting in a smaller amount of  data to be displayed and analyzed. In fact, the flow 
or forces in the new edges introduced in Level 2 with the subdivisions is limited, 
while their structural role concerns more the stabilization against buckling of  the com-
pressed arch.
Once the form experimentations on the folded geometry reached a satisfying re-
sult, a traditional shell analysis on the final geometry has been conducted (fig 90) and 
compared with the force flow in the truss model. The comparison shown a substantial 
consistency of  the results.
Water accumulation
Avoiding valleys where the water can sink is a major task for a roof  with such a 
complex shape. Working with this problem in mind from Level 1, where the geometry 
is simpler, can help achieving a better solution from the beginning. However, the op-
eration of  locating water accumulation points has been automated. With a small and 
purely geometrical algorithm, these points are located in the roof.
The roof  drains rainwater on its boundary, and there are only 6 internal points, 
which are coincident with the support points, where the water drains. Thus, an internal 
gutter is placed into the column, which now integrates both the function of  vertical 
support and water drainage.
Feasibility
Once the Level 1 geometry is subdivided in Level 2, the maximum length of  the 
glass panes stays below the commercial maximum length of  6 meters. For this reason, 
there are not big concerns about panels’ feasibility.
For the steel connections, only when the steel bar passes through the hinges the 
reciprocal translation is fixed, therefore the system keeps a significant movement free-
dom during construction.
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fig 84. Stresses in the framework model of  Level 1 geometry. Red represents tension and blue represents compression.
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fig 85. Stresses in the framework model of  Level 2 geometry. Red represents tension and blue represents compression.
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fig 86. Truss element numbering in Level 1 geometry, and support conditions of  the FE model. Blue vectors rep-
resents the translational movement constrained. Thrust happens only at the boudary of  the roof, and can be avoided with 
the simple installation of  a cable running from one side to the other of  the boundary vertices.
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fig 87. Table containing stress values on each element for Level 1 geometry. Zero values are mainly located on the 
edges at the boundary, where the supports basically unload the trusses.
ELEM STRESS [KN]
0 0,00
1 -18,84
2 0,01
3 0,01
4 -0,02
5 0,00
6 0,00
7 -19,43
8 -0,01
9 0,01
10 -18,08
11 -0,01
12 0,01
13 -16,42
14 0,00
15 0,00
16 -0,01
17 -18,07
18 0,01
19 -0,01
20 -19,45
21 0,01
22 0,00
23 -18,81
24 0,00
25 0,00
26 -0,01
27 -0,01
28 0,02
29 19,51
30 -22,54
31 21,89
32 0,00
33 0,00
34 41,30
35 20,51
36 3,98
37 -4,62
38 0,00
39 19,81
40 -1,79
41 17,77
42 10,66
43 -8,59
44 6,04
45 -69,39
46 -11,63
ELEM STRESS [KN]
47 40,34
48 -64,38
49 -1,92
50 -55,39
51 14,51
52 40,90
53 11,07
54 7,15
55 -11,68
56 0,00
57 29,52
58 3,22
59 22,12
60 27,04
61 -8,91
62 4,35
63 -67,46
64 -10,42
65 26,42
66 -69,61
67 3,60
68 -62,84
69 18,88
70 30,31
71 10,11
72 8,12
73 -12,90
74 0,00
75 24,60
76 5,58
77 21,00
78 29,12
79 -9,08
80 3,93
81 -54,39
82 -10,09
83 16,63
84 -60,39
85 6,18
86 -60,51
87 19,20
88 24,94
89 6,30
90 -10,11
91 3,94
92 0,00
93 16,65
ELEM STRESS [KN]
94 6,18
95 19,19
96 24,95
97 -54,38
98 -9,08
99 -12,89
100 24,56
101 -60,37
102 5,57
103 -60,49
104 20,99
105 29,10
106 8,10
107 10,09
108 -10,41
109 4,34
110 0,00
111 26,40
112 3,60
113 18,87
114 30,26
115 -67,46
116 -8,94
117 -11,67
118 29,51
119 -69,60
120 3,22
121 -62,83
122 22,12
123 27,08
124 7,20
125 11,13
126 -11,70
127 6,09
128 0,00
129 40,36
130 -1,92
131 14,50
132 40,92
133 -69,37
134 -8,58
135 -4,53
136 19,78
137 -64,36
138 -1,79
139 -55,37
140 17,77
ELEM STRESS [KN]
141 10,62
142 3,92
143 20,53
144 19,57
145 -22,61
146 0,00
147 21,83
148 0,00
149 0,00
150 41,26
max C -69,61
max T 41,30
average C -30,32
average T 17,77
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Interval  [A;B) [KN] Number of  
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fig 88. Stress distribution in Level 1 geometry.
fig 89. Histogram for stress distribution in compression (blue, above) and tension (red, below).
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fig 90. Isometric views of  FE analysis on the shell model of  Level 1 geometry. Von Mises stresses are displayed. 
The concentration of  force in the edge areas is readable by the stress pattern.
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IX.2.2. Architecture
Expressivity
While expressivity is a very personal and subjective quality, it is indubitable that 
one of  the goal of  architecture is to find and express some values and beliefs that the 
author considers eminent for the genesis of  the project. The expressive message that 
the design of  this roof  tries to communicate is based on the research of  a technical 
beauty, through a continuous work from a global to a detailed scale. The challenge was 
to offer a hierarchical comprehension of  the roof  behavior, from an intuitive reading 
of  the stiffening capacity of  folds, through the analysis of  the arch and tie behavior of  
the overall shape, ending into the conception of  the hybrid glass-steel joint effort. It 
is an ambitious target, and yet it seemed appropriate for the everyday visitor of  these 
spaces (manly engineering students and professors).
To enhance the capability of  the structure not only to bear the load, but also to ex-
press how it behaves, the depth of  folds played a primary role, together the repetition 
of  a single module. The topological nature of  the original pattern has been preserved, 
and each manipulation performed in Folding Augmented - Operation C followed 
some simple and expressive rules for the movement of  control points:
• Each manipulation must be symmetrical. This rule is implicit in the choice 
of  having a symmetrical geometry.
• Each manipulation must avoid x-dir2 point movement. That movement 
of  control points in x-dir would compromise the folding pattern legibility.
• Each movement must happen in a controlled and reasonable small do-
main. Too large displacements of  control points would lead to topological 
alterations.
• The control points, intended as a whole, must have some spatial re-
lationships. Even respecting the previous rules, the manipulation of  each 
point with no regards for the relation with the others would bring to poor and 
arbitrary results.
• The manipulation process must follow the superimposed hierarchical 
order. The two Levels of  the design method must be reflected also in the 
manipulation process, so that the manipulation of  the global shape occurs 
just on Level 1, while local manipulation with smaller displacements can be 
performed locally on Level 2.These rules gradually emerged during the design 
process as the better ones to ensure an understandability of  the final design, 
and once implemented into the method, they guided the complex geometrical 
2 The global x axis coincides with the longer side of  the courtyard.
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manipulation offering an efficient control.
These rules gradually emerged during the design process as the better ones to en-
sure an understandability of  the final design, and once implemented into the method, 
they guided the complex geometrical manipulation offering an efficient control.
In the end, the upper points of  the folded arch are describing a slightly curved sad-
dle, easy understandable from the underneath and capable of  creating a relationship 
between parts of  the folding pattern with a similar function (i.e. the part of  the roof  
that acts as an arch). The lower points as well, where the ties converge, are describing 
a curve that rises when approaching the center of  the roof. All together, they resemble 
a faintly soaring dome, and their connections creates an intriguing sense of  suspended 
dynamism.
Lighting
Light plays a leading role in an architecture made of  glass. It has the power to re-
veal shapes. As the courtyard of  the Cour Visconti (III.1.4. Department Of  Islamic Arts, 
page 24) revealed, one of  the simplest geometrical operations can enhance that pow-
er in an old courtyard architectural intervention: shifting down the glass roof. While 
reducing the covered volume could seem counterintuitive, with this operation the old 
building can project on the new roof  its shadow and create an architectural bond be-
tween them. Despite the Scuola Reale Di Ingegneria does not project a fascinating shadow 
as the Louvre does in the Cour Visconti, the linearity of  the roof  pitch and of  the 
gutter line certainly originates a relationship with the glass roof. Through the shadow 
of  the existing building, which lays down on glass panels and folds, the roof  reveals its 
shape together with the movement of  the sun, originating a dynamic experience there 
movement and time are bonded in the unique space of  the courtyard.
Light also establishes new issues in the design process, such as glazing and over-
heating. As for the other design parameters, lighting has been reduced to a purely 
geometrical information collecting a vector parallel to sunrays3, so that it was possible 
to confront it with the slope of  glass panels. With this strategy and the usage of  a 
shading device embedded in the glass panes (Par. IV.3, page 45), a shading pattern 
for a specific time or year period could be designed to shade a predetermined area. 
However, only strict rules about usage of  the courtyard’s space, which are coherent 
with the shading, would assure comfortable lighting conditions.
Although, with the final partition of  spaces, where the library terrace is designed 
only for sitting students, the problem of  glazing has been overcome at its roots with a 
3 The geometrical direction of  sun rays for a specific loacation and time is easily imple-
mentable in grasshopper with the addon Geco.
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purely architectural solution. In fact, due to its orientation (that side of  the courtyard is 
facing north, fig 92), it will never receive direct sunlight, but only diffused skylight and 
light refracted by the wall on the other side. The studying tables are placed in east-west 
direction, so that the students, while sitting, are not facing the south wall (that would 
create a too bright background), and since the light comes from their side, the risk of  
self-shading produced by a light source placed behind student’s back is obviated.
Thermodynamic  
Assuring a comfortable environment has been a main concern from the start of  
the design process. The usual solution of  the air blade (as the one in Neumünster 
Abbey Courtyard Roof, III.1.5, page 26), which could provide air ventilation without 
dangerous holes for the rain, was not suitable due to the shifting of  the glass roof  un-
der the gutter elevation of  the existing building. Therefore, three other possible ways 
of  providing the natural ventilation have been tested: removing occasionally a face of  
the folded geometry (fig 93); creating a hole with an overlap of  the geometry; leaving 
open gaps at the boundary. As usual, is has been evaluated only regarding geometrical 
parameter, such as the area of  the openings and their height. 
Each face removal (fig 93) was performed on panels with their face normal point-
ed outside of  the roof  and underneath the horizontal direction; in other words, their 
slope was positioned to avoid the entry of  the rain. That strategy was in general very 
good, and had only secondary effects on the structure (with an isolated face removal 
no edge is lost, affecting only the buckling resistance), but the introduction of  this type 
of  apertures needed several additional faces. 
With the introduction of  the second volume at the terrace floor, the problem was 
definitely passed with a solution that is in between the second and the third previously 
proposed ways. With the second smaller closed volume, it was immediate to consid-
er the gap between the two roofs as a valuable opening to grant airflow. Moreover, 
fig 91. Expected rain water flow. fig 92. Lighting conditions on the library terrace.
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the chance of  achieving two slightly different environmental conditions in the two 
volumes brought to an easier control of  the thermodynamic behavior, which can be 
tuned to the particular needs of  each of  the two spaces. 
Since the courtyard volume is divided in two smaller parts, it is possible to achieve 
two slightly different environmental conditions.
For the closed terrace connected to the library of  Engineering, the stationary con-
dition that the students will experience in these spaces require a permanent and fine 
control of  air temperature and moisture, that however has to be performed in a mod-
est volume. For the other part of  the courtyard volume, the opening on the long edge 
will activate a natural airflow, hence a less delicate temperature control can be operated 
due to the more dynamic activities that it will host (mainly temporary exhibitions).
IX.3. Detailing
IX.3.1. Spatial node
The joint for the generic spatial multipanel node has been designed following 
the HEXAMAK spatial strategy and the TVTγ beam detailing4. In order to connect 
3 or more non-coplanar glass panes, a steel triangular cuff  (fig 94) is placed on the 
vertex of  each node. It is composed by a CNC machined bed and a laser cut 5 mm 
cover, both in AISI 304 Stainless Steel, joined together with 4 threaded Allen screws. 
To avoid tension peaks, the vertex of  the glass panel is filleted during manufacturing, 
and between steel and glass is placed an aluminum interface. The cuff  has two major 
effects on the glass pane vertices; it transfer the loads on the mid-plane of  the pane, 
and it has a beneficial effect of  confinement on it, exactly where the stress field is more 
intense.
A hinge in which the steel prestressing bar constitutes the pin then connects the 
4 For furhter information see Par. IV.2, page 44 and related bibliography.
fig 93. Opening obtained with a single face removal.
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cuffs. Since in general small rotation due to thermal expansion or different load com-
binations may happen, the nut rotation has been decoupled from in with a double 
washer, the external one with a small tooth that slide into a groove on the bar threads; 
between them lays a small amount of  lubricant.
The hinged mechanism not only avoids bending stiffness on the edges, which 
could bring to undesirable side effects, but results in an easier mounting procedure.
Once the join is mounted (fig 95), the tension on steel bars can be applied by 
tightening the nut with a torque wrench.
Since the axis of  the steel bar coincides always with the edges of  the mesh used 
for structural analysis, there are no secondary effects, as moments originating from 
eccentric detailing, to be taken into account.
IX.3.2. Spatial node with support point
For the 6 support points (provided by the columns), a special joint needs to be 
realized, since these points constitute also water accumulation points. The node is a 
monolithic prefabricated Stainless Steel element, with fixed angles at the panel edges, 
and a central hole to connect with an internal gutter (fig 96). The gutter drains the 
water at its base.
IX.3.3. Anti-buckling sleeve
The theoretical work of  FE models yielded to the necessity of  a lateral restrain 
that could connect both the glass panes and the steel bar that are running on the edg-
es. In order to link them together, a small connector (fig 97) has been designed. It is 
cylindrical on a side (to slide into the steel bar), and has a clamp with a PVC interface 
on the other (to block the glass pane and transfer loads by superficial friction). The an-
ti-buckling sleeve (fig 98) is composed by 4 of  these connectors, that can be mounted 
and tighten one by one. They are all identical, no matter which is the angle between 
the two glass panes.
They can be placed at a distance of  approximately 60 cm to obtain the total re-
straining capacity that allows the steel to reach yielding without buckling.
IX.3.4. Sealant
The sealing between glass panes is provided by a PVC transparent element. It is 
custom made in 5 different angle configurations, with an angular adaptability of  60°, 
assured by a milling on the bottom side. The sealing element has a cylindrical slot that 
fix it by hand pressure on the prestressing steel bar (fig 99).
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fig 94. Detail of  the cuff  on the glass pane vertex. Out of  scale.
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fig 95. Detail of  a node with 5 glass panes. Out of  scale.
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fig 96. Detail of  a node with 6 glass panes at the connection with the column. Out of  scale.
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fig 97. Single connector. Out of  scale.
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fig 98. Anti-buckling sleeve detail. Out of  scale.
fig 99. Sealant detail. Out of  scale.
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IX.4. Characteristics of the library terrace
As previously discussed, since the new covered courtyard space will host diversi-
fied activities, the only way to guarantee a thermohygrometric comfort with a reason-
able energy cost, is to separate the internal atmosphere between areas with different 
functions. This choice results in an encapsulated space for the terrace of  the Engineer-
ing Library, which will host sitting students who need a more controlled atmosphere. 
Nevertheless, the continuity of  the internal space is not undermined, since the whole 
terrace will be realized in glass. Three existing big windows of  the main room of  the 
engineering library, facing the courtyard space, will be opened, and by them the terrace 
will be connected seamlessly to the existing library. 
Since the whole capsule is made of  glass, a special treatment must be provided on 
the flooring in order to avoid shoe slipping. Therefore, the flooring glass is permanent-
ly etched on one side to form a texture with points in relief. With this superficial treat-
ment, the flooring keeps almost completely the original transparency and brilliance of  
float glass, while reaching anti-slip characteristics that guarantee sure grip in dry and 
wet conditions1.
IX.4.1. Furniture
Tip Ton Chair
Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby designed Tip Top Chair back in 2011. Following 
recent studies, that made clear that a forward-leaning sitting position increases muscle 
activity in the abdominal and back areas, boosting the supply of  oxygen to the body, 
the two designers realized a chair with kinked lower railings, so that 2 possible stable 
positions are possible. This allows the user to move and straighten the pelvis and spine 
and thus improves circulation to the abdominal and back muscles.
The forward-tilt position, which is occasionally enhanced in professional mechan-
ical office chairs, comes here in a simple and effective design. In the last years, Tip 
Ton started to be popular as a good studying chair, and it is often seen in the academic 
spaces, as at Bartlett University and Technische Universität München.
Tip Ton is made of  polypropylene and manufactured from a single mold without 
any mechanical components. This makes the chair extremely durable and 100% recy-
clable. It can be stacked up.
1 Several commercial glass flooring, as Madras® Pixel Flooring, are tested and fulfill slip resis-
tance to DIN 51130:2014 classification R 9.
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EM Table
Designed by the engineer and designer Jean Prouvé during the fifties, this table 
was intended to be one piece of  the custom furniture for the Maison Tropicale2. One 
of  the paradigmatic pieces of  the aesthetics of  necessity, even the smallest details of  this 
table are determined by its construction, resulting in an acute and yet logical hierarchi-
cal organization of  load bearing elements and bracing parts, accentuated even in the 
particulars. 
This table is a gift for the visitor of  the ground floor, which can see the distinctive 
design of  the table structure through the glass.
 
2 La Maison Tropicale is an interesting design ideated by Jean Prouvé during the fifites as an eco-
nomic prefab house made by light elements that can be trasported by airplane to the african colonies.
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fig 100. Furniture detail on the library terrace. Not in scale. 1. EM table; 2. Tip Ton Chair; 3. Pixel flooring glass.
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fig 101. Tip Ton Chair in a sketch that clarify its forward-leaning movement.
fig 102. Tip Ton Chair at Technische Universität München.
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fig 103. EM table.
fig 104. EM table bracing detail.
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